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A Water Wheel RaDroad.

A Piedmontese, inventor, has taken out a
patent for carrying railroad trains over Mount
Cenis. His plan is described as follows :" A railway of the usual description is to be
laid down in a direct line from the bottom to
the top of the ascent. Between these two
rails a canal is to be dug three feet nine inches
in width, and about thirty inches in depth,
which is to be lined and made completely
water-tight with boiler plate. The motive
power to be employed is a stream of water
rushing down this canal. Mount Cenis, how
ever, affords every facility in this respect. On
the outside of the railway a cogged rail is to
be laid down on either side. In the middle of
a frame, ab ut the size of an ordinary steam
engine without its tender, a water wheel,
is to he fixed, having a diameter of twelve feet.
On the same axis is to be fixed two cogged
wheels to work in the cogged rails, of six feet
diameter. With this apparatus it seems clear
that the descending stream must force the
water wheel to make revolutions towards the
top of the hill, and to carry round with it the
cogged wheels in the same direction. As tho
diameter of these is to be'c half that of the water
wheel, the rate of ascent will, of course, be
half that at which the diameter of the water
wheal moves. It is calculated that the latter
speed will be ten miles an hour, and the for
mer, therefore, five. It is further calculated,
that a machine of these dimensions will carry
up the proposed acclivity a weight of from fif
teen to twenty tuns, or say from sixty to
eighty passengers. For the descent, the water
wheel, moving through and against the stream,
will act as a restraining force to moderate and
regulate the speed."
[The above is condensed from the London
.8.theneum, which objects to the plan on account
of severe frosts during winter. We, however,
look upon the plan as stupidly described, for
we believe the .8.theneum does not describe the
invention clearly; it confuses the account of
the action of the water wheel, and leaves an
impression on the mind that it is moved up
the incline drawing the train after it, which
would be a stupid impracticable plan. The
invention is, no doubt, the use of a fixed water
wheel at the foot of the mountain, to draw the
train to the top of the ascent by a carriage and
endless rope. The plan is good and economi
cal where it can be carried out, but it is not a
new invention.
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Frozen Flesh.

Mr. A. Bronwn, of Meadville, Pa., says,
from fifteen years' experience, he finds that In
dian meal poultice, covered with young hyson
tea, softened with hot water, and laid over
burns or frozen fiesh, as hot as can be borne,
will relieve the pain in five minutes.- [Ex
change
.. � ...

A Large Ruby.

The King of Burmah wears a ruby in the
center of his crown which is larger than a
hen's egg, and more valuable than thl) cele
brated Koh-i-noor diamond. It is more than
two thousand yean since it wa.s f ound, and is
beautifully cut.

anvil, the main shaft keeps rotating, while the
ratchet, L, being thrown out of catch with
the small ra.tchet wheel, the crank shaft is
kept stationary, with the drop, E, raised, and
ready to descend, when. the traddle, T, is trod
upon. Themode of tripping the drop is shown
and descrihed on page 140, in the volume here
tofore reterred to: the devices in this figure
are nearly the same for this purpose. We have
briefly described these operations, however, to
convey a clearer idea of the tripping action of
this drop press to subscribers who do not pos
sess Vol. 7 SCIENTIFIC AM E R IC AN . The ways
to guide the drop, E, correctly, are differently
combined in this press, and are a great im
provement on the old presses. In the old drop
presses the rods or guide ways, A A, of.the
drop rest in grooves, and are bolted to the an 
va bed, and the yoke on top of the ways is gen
erally secured to the frame of the building in
which the press is placed. In this press the
face of the anvil itself is made broad, and is
planed true, whilst the foot of each way is a
broad smooth flange, fitted nicely to, and bolt
ed to the anvil instead of its bed. The yoke
on the top of the ways, A A, is bolted direct to
the top flanges of the ways, and the anvil,
ways, and yoke, thus almost form one piece
when adjusted and set. a a are guide flanges
for the drop.
One great object to be secured in such pre�s
es is a true vertical blow of the drop, with its
die, upon the die of the anvil. If the upper
die does not fall true on the lower one, good
work cannot be accomplished. In all common
presses, the upright ways are liable to be
thrown, more or less, out of the perpendicular,
and require frequent adjustment, thus causing
great trouble to the workmen. In the press
represented in thi! figure, the upright ways
being bolted fast to the anvil itsel� and the yoke
of them not being directly connected to the
building in which the press is placed, if any
part of the building settles, the ways, anvil,
and yoke are so connected that they will not
be thrown out of line with one another, con
sequently the press will operate with more
precision, and will execute better work, and at
the same time it wiU save much loss of time,
caused by the common presses requiring fre
quent adjustment to make the drop strike true.
More information respecting this improved
drop press may be obtained by letter addressed
and the crank then ceases to rotate. The drop, to Mr. Peck, at New Haven, Conn.
E, is now at the head of the fall, ready to de
..��-..
�----scend, but a spring catch, not shown on the
A '1'all Chimney
a
upper end of the treddle rod, J, catches
At Preston, England, a chimney h3.ll just
sweep in the under side of the crank shaft, and been completed at the work of Messrs. John
the
while
top,
the
at
holds the drop stationary
Hawking &; Low, which is 258 feet in hight;
main shaft and hub, R, have a constant rotary its width at the foundation, 34 feet; the weight
motion. The crank, G, however, is a little in of the stone cap is thirty-one tuns, and 440,clined from the center-as now shown in the 000 bricks have been used in building it.
figure--when the drop, E, is raised and caught, [Exchange.
so that the moment the lower sweep of the
[This is, indeed, a pretty tall chimney, but not
crank shaft is relieved from the treddle catch,
to be compared with one in the city of Glas
gravity.
own
its
by
descend
the drop, E, will
gow, described in the December number of
The workman, by placing his foot on the tred
Hunt's Merchant's Magazine, page 677. Its
dle, T, at once releases the catch described,
hight is 460 feet, and its circular diameter at
which holds the sweep of the crank shaft, and
the base 50. It is of the form of a cone, and
then down comes the drop with its die upon
contracts to six feet diameter at the top. Three
the lower die, D, on the anvil, and stamps the
millions of bricks, and thirty tuns of iron for
article which may be placed upon it. 'l'he
bands, were used in its construction, and cost
when
excepting
self-acting,
entirely
is
machine
about $50,000. It was built by Messrs. Ten
the drop is made to fall, and then the operator
nant, to carry off the deleterious gases arising
just places his foot on the treddle for every
from their retorts in manufacturing chemicals.
blow he desires to be struck. The rotating
It is situated on elevated ground, and can be
ratchet, L, has a spring, N, to hold it in con
seen at a distance of 20 miles on approaching
tact with the teeth of the small ratchet wheel,
the city, from any direction. It is the tallest
and also to give a little, to allow the ratchet to
chimney in the world.
the
by
wheel
the
of
teeth
the
from
be raised
.. .,.. ....
eccentric rim mentioned, to throw the crank
New Guano bland..
shaft and the hub, R, out of gear as the main
A new island, containing mauy million tuns
shaft rotates. The treddle, T, is for the pur
of guano, has been discovered in the Pacific
pose of tripping the spring catch which
Ocean; and it is believed that our farmers will
holds the crank shaft sweep when the drop,
E, is raised to the top of the fall. When the hereafter obtain this excellent fertilizer at a
operator is securing a piece of work on the much lower price.

PEC K'S PATENT DROP PRE SS.

AI 128 Fulton Street N. Y. (Sun Building•. )
O. D

NUMBER 18.

The accompanying figure is a perspecoive
view of the patent Drop Press (with its recent
improvements,) for which a patent was grant
ed to Milo Peck, of New Haven, Ct., on the
28th Nov., 1851, and which was illustrated on
page 140, Vol. 7, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.
A A are the standards, or upright ways be
tween which the drop or ram moves. B is the
bed or anvil, and D is the lower die on the face
of the bed. E is the drop with the upper mov
ing die secured in its under face. C is the
frame which supports the gearing and ma
chinery on the top of the press. F is the
pitman rod attached to the drop, E. It is
connected by a pin to the crank, G, on an up
per shaft, which, as it is rotated, moves the
drop, E, up and down, as desired. The crank
has holes in it to connect with rod F, at dif
ferent points from the center, to give a long and
short stroke to the drop. I is the main driver
shaft, having a cog wheel, H, on its inner end,
gearing into another, H', on a hub, R, surround
ing the crank shaft, to which it gives an inter
mittent rotary motion, by a rotating dog or
catch, L, attached to an arm or sweep on the
inner end of the crank shaft. The dog takes
into the small cog wheel on the hub, R, as it
rotates, and thus acts as a clutch to connect the
crank shaft with the rotating hub, R, to raise
the drop, E, to the top of the fall. When the
drop, E, is raised to the top of the frame, a
small eccentric stationary rim (not seen) fit
ting close to the small ratchet wheel on hub,
R, throws the spring ratchet, L, out of gear,
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SPOKE SHAVE-Elijah Holmes. of Lynn. Mass. , I do
���l�a:�et�ecl�����ha�a:;���»j s���e��ife, viz by a
But I claim sup-porting the ends of the knife or planes
�m shoulders in lined or arranrred with respect to the bear·
mg of the stock.C substantially ln manner as specified. and
so as to enable the distance of the cutting edge of knife
from the said bearing surface to be ch: nged, in tlle
the way
and for the purpose .. explained.
SHIRT COLLARs-Walter Hunt, of New York City: I
i
��it�����?tin���r:�I:�����:�I!sC�P:I�!
e� �}
the side pieces. b b. to the neck band, d. by l���ra!:dgS
any
of
means
suitable fastenil}_gs, for the purpose of enabling a flat sided
�i�Y{;; a�os�i f�:::r. and gracefully about the lace, substan.
BOOTS AND SHOES:-W. Johnson, of Sand.
. PEGGING
h N H : I l' fi t th 'b B.ti·
s gh
:�:�cted 'and op�r���gs�b�tantiall� � d��ciibe d. fu; f���:
g e
eh
h
e
t� a�� o����':a� � hi�hC�ili��!�I� �h��� �:�:O�I��h!
af e
t
S� ��:I�:th� ���bination of lever G, stop. x. and swingd
a
�r:5lya���p��ifi�d.C}��·su £�i?t1�g' �h� sO:;1!��ingf �h�s�aonle·
t e
given angle. in every position. surntantial·
f� �sis�flto��h.
no e
th;� :!. �;b:t��ti�ll� :S :�� f!r�h�r����;ei�!�f;:��.of
}"ourth. the double binding slide clamps for securing
the last in the jack. constructed and operatmg substantial·
Iy as and for the purpose 'pecified.
GOLD AMALGAMATOR-Daniel Leibee. ofMiddletown.
Ohio; I claim the use of the reserl'oir and spout in con·
nection with the revolvthg pan and scrapers, operating
es t a
t
n
e
�v:;���ed l� :h� ���:�n� �:r�� ��tp���s!!��! to�ili�
PUMP-C. N, Lewis, of Seneca Falls. N. Y. , I claim
i
e
��ifg��l��'a�di� ��\��a�1��t��1 c���l�;ti����e���fh i
arrangement
i
of
and
said
construction
pump,
as
�
��� cifi ��
EAVE 'fROUGHS-O. E. Mallory, of Cagtile, N. Y.: I
t
·
l
g t:r':!I� �!J�heS��j ��ll�::'i�� c���rr'u�ier:���!�
�li�r::and
ged,
operal!ng as set forth.
.•

(Reported Officially for the Scientific American.]
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FURNACE FOR SOLDERING-Philo Brown, of Water·
o
o
t o
��;�'f �Olt��a�: f��\���\� �: :o1le'rI�: ��:�lli� \�bes�
consisting of a brazing or soldering chamber or passage
d
in e
h r
i �f�i� ���'br�in! �h: �r��i��b�: :�l�e�r���h�!�:r
with the fire chamber and C'himney, and interposed be·
tween the two, when th� said brazing or solderiJlg cham·
ber communicates with the fire chamber by means of one
or more apertures, at or near the top, and one or more
apertures at or near the bottom. governed by dampers or
equivalents therefor. substaHtially and for the purpose
specified.
CHA1N FOR POWER PREss-Nathan Chapman. ofMys·
tic River. Conn.: I claim so making a chain for power
presses as that it shall recede gradually from a straight
line. and the llnks diminish in length "'s they extend from
the wheel on which they are to be wound to the follower,
which said chain is designed to work, substantially as de·
scribed.
[The object of this invention is to render the great
strength of chains available in the production of a varia.
ble power. adapted to presses and other spedes of mechan.
ism. This s done by employing cone pulleys and winding
the chains upon them. just as ropes are applied; the
chains, however. will not wind evenly on round pulleys,
and therefore the latter must be made with angular or prb·
roatic sides. '1'he chain must also be so manufactured that
each link shall be of the same length as the flat surface of
the cone, where the link comes in contact, is wide. thus
at the apex of the cone the chain links are quite small.
but they are gradually lengthened until the links that
wind on the base, or larger part of the cone, are greatly
increased in size. Links and pulleys made and combined
as described. afford a strong. durable, and compact vari·
able power.]
Pr�ANING MACHINEs-Hiram C. "Wright, of Worcester.
Mass.: J claim governing the motion of the movable feed
rolli by means of the jointed levers and connecting rod
O!' irs equh'alent, whereby 1 am enabled to keep their sur·
faces parallel with the middle one. and thereby feed the
board on a line with the surface of the table, set forth.
NUT Box-Richard Cole. of St. Louis. Mo.: I claim
the arrangemeut of the segments, c c. the eccentrics. d d.
and the set screws. e, f g. with each other, and with the
case. A 1, substantially in tho nlanner and for the Iour·
pose set forth.
BRICK PRESSES-J. B. Collen. of Reading, Pa.: I make
no claim to stationary mold boxes of themselves. 110r to
the use of camd in producing the intermittent action of
s
th�!tiit�l!' ��f �o ��fo;���a r �f.�f
t a�i��:�rn �old boxes
i h e
in combination with the vertically moving gate actuated
substantially as set forth. and the inteJmittent action of
the pistOlls, whereby the brick is pressed and delivered
by a single piston, as specified.
I.. EAT'HER SHOE BINDING-Joshua Turner, of Charles.
tOW1I, Mass (assignor to W. Covel, of Dedham. Mass.): I
claim the improved proces� set iorth in the manufacture
of I_eather bindin.f}iJ, viz.: dividing a sheet of leather into
titrlpS of equal WIdths. joining or connecting them at their
ends. so as to connect them into one long strip. coloring
the same when so formed. and finally �p1itting it so as to
remove the fie::lhy surplus portion, and reduce the whole
to Olle equal thickness.
SC REW MAC,HINEs-Cullen Whipple, of Providence. R.
I., assignor to the New
England Screw Company, of same
place: I claim the combination of a series of grooves in a
movtng surface with a smooth guard and griping plate.
operatIng substantially as described. Also the nicking
aw mounted on the oscillating eccentric bearing resting
in cylindrical boxel:l, in combination with mechanism for
presenting and holding the blank, as described.
PLOWS-G. W. Cooper. of Ogcechee, Ga.: I claim uni.
ting the handles of the plow to the standard thereof, by
means of the sel{:adjusting elbow joint, e, so that both the
handle and the plow shall be susceptible of the same re·
lative adjustment to the Learn, as described.
SAFETY G ARDS l'OR RAII.ROAD CARs-J. G. Crock·
er, of Utica, UN. Y.: I do not claim the first discovery of
the idea of preventing accidents. by covering the wheels
of railroad cars, nor do I claim the invention of any part
of the car, nor any separate part of the shield or movable
platform.
a
l
bel :lt� �!d ���:;il���d ���:}gr ���eenil�;���ia!��;����!�
iorth. and though both are necessary to effect this purl!0se
fully. yet 1 claim them l:Ieparately as well as in combma.
tion. to be made and used. as fully described and set forth.
WIND Mll.L-Benjamin Fenn. of Hartford, Ohio: I
claim the horizontal movable wing with unequal sides.
and hung upon eccentric pivots. in combination with the
governor, 11. arranged in the manner and for the purpose
set forth.
1 claim also the method of governing and releasing the
a
i
n f h nu
i
� d£:i: ��mb:��:io� �m� :h� � :e�l� O� ����t�� ba�
lance. R, described.
PRINTING PRESS-G. P. Gordon, of New York City:
I do not claim, sepaoo.tely, a rotating disk, W, for distrib·
uting the ink.
Hut I claim. first, combining with such rotating disk, W,
an annular disk. X. which shall revolve around and in a
contrary direction to it for such purpose.
tlecond, I claim throwing the same rollers, T, one or
more. used for hIking the form. from the parallel posi·
tion they necessarily occupy for this purpose. to an ob·
er
t
t
�t��l��� ����cl�it� slb�I��t�ib �t:::di:�:� r !�uivc;:I��i
f O���l.'lr�r p
:i� :���:�itg reciprocating cylinder. R, or
segment of a cylinder. in combination with a reciprocating
bed. N. when such bed shall have movement to and
from such cylinder or segmMlt of a cylinder in the man�
ner described for the purpose specified.
�"ourth. I do not claim placing a reciprocating bed in a
vertical position or in any gil'en angle from a horizontal
position; but I claim so placing the bed when used with
a rotating reciprocating cylinder or segment of a cylinder.
�hl�� ���!::�:eociK!�. the printed sheets underneath it.
[The foregoing invention is perhaps as well described
in the claims as it can be without diagrams. Mr. Gordon
is a. well·known practica printer of thb city. He is the
originator of severa.l veryl successful and important im·
provementl in printing machinery. ]
REPEATING FIRE ARMs-Benj. Groome!, of Cumber.
land Township, Gl'een Co Pa.: i do not claim the me·
thod of loading repeating fire·arms. by placing number
g
r a
e a
ae
�t����� �� °s��hPh�� nbe�� d;:;e b:Fo�� : n�h��: j� l
claim revolving hammers for exploding in succession the
different percussion caps of repeating fire-arms, as such
have been used before, though actuated by means other
than I employ.
I elaim the mechanism for rotating the hammer during
its reciprocating rectilinear movements. or rearward mo·
!��f:;������t���:�:�S�!:a ��!hsee�1:!� i��i��i���'o���
formed in the hammer shank. snd arranged with respect
to each other. so that the fipring dog may operate on them,
substantia.lly as specified.
as

.•

as

a

.•

a

I

HARVESTERs-J. H. Manny, of Rockford.Ill., I cla m
�i��o����a�n�li; :sd���To��h�oint, constructed and opei,r· cannot be obtained on account of a great vein
which flows rapidly in at 14 80 feet of its depth
PA l? LOC.K- I. J. Oldis. of Wheeler, N. Y. I claim the down to this point'1 ts temperature gradua11y
se
f
c
sprmg
arranged
D.
leyer.
and
�tch.J;i,
and opera.
'!l ?m
mg
connectIon WIth the lIps, d d, and spn. ngs, c c. as increased to 63 degs., but below this,Mr. Boy
et forth.
['rhe above lock is intended to combine the advantage. den is positive it will not increase in the same
of safety and cheapness. It is supposed to be pick
Pl'oo�:' The shackle is h�ld by a spring bolt, apd also by ratio..
a sprmg catch. both of WhI h ent.�r the eye of the shackle Mr Boyden has forwarded us the aboveC separately before the lock mentioned letter, accompanied with a diagram
together. but must be removed
opens. You turn the key in one direction to push back of the well, from L. Holm, the foreman of
the bolt. and reverse it in order to remove the catch the
shackle is now unfastened and may be opened ; �hut the Messrs. B., showing the strata which has been
shackle and the lock fastens of itself. There are two key penetrat€.d in reaching its present depth. The
holes-a real and a false; it would take a stranger a first stratum was twenty-eight feet of limet
t
he fore· stone ; the second two feet of shale; the third,
�7!:��;::r�r;: �: ;��:e���t �:;!���::�t.f
REPEATING MAGAZINE FIRE AnMs-J. C. Smith, of two hundred and twenty feet limestone; fthe
fifteen feet of cherty rock; the fi th,
� �eJ �:x!c�o :��c��:irde��r�b�dcI�li�s�� �gn�h: fourth,
�;:1t�
eighty ... five feet of soft limf!stcrne; the sixth,
cartridges into the magazine. or to the exact shapet shown
���r:i�:dii;'t:r�i�rr:�p��tiv�u��::vg[r�a::�hd:seeSf��t���: thirty feet of shale; the seventh1 seventy-five
may be altered to suit the size and nature of tpe fire arms.
h mestone; the eighth, two feet 0f sh aI e,
Neither do I desire to claim the use of a laterally radi, fieet 0f '
i1�b"�f.ej�ry· �t'i8l'4, isll:Nr::� �� �hew"pshateto'' t colaf,.W m · eWx: the ninth, thirty-eight feet of limestone; the
.
c1usivelythe combining
of the hammer with the lat&rally tenth, five and a half feet of blue sandstone;
e
t
g
s
g
o����� �f �<;:e ����t�� ��� �!�k��� o��h:\i!�: the eleventh, one hundred and twenty-eight and
;:�����
mer.
IlutvIerclaim. first, the trigger. N. with its spring, I, link. a half feet of limestone mixed with sand; the
t
�'e�� s . �ith'i:;��i�:�g� ��:�1�i�:������: iis'pr�je�ti:� twelfth, fifteen feet of red marl; the thirteenth,
i�:enr�ia�iiI�k�i.t.��Ji��Y�'/·I����·�� :���v�ISe�tsrit�g'th� 30 feet of shale; the fourteenth,fifty feet of red
b i
h
t
� h'��' bei���on:s\i��c�� a�3 ::�����3 ��s���tia�iy f: marl; the fifteenth, thirty feet of shale; the six..
t
e
f
!�fd�:!l�:h �h� ����i:�d �t[r�lP:tbr����l��;�!e�t, ��� teenth, one hundred and nineteen feet magnesia
e
��i�g
����d��ha�::th eqy���d'b;n�i�:i;t���;!lin:�h; limestone; seventeenth, sixty... six feet of shale;
trigger only,
the eighteent h, fifteen feet of bituminous marl;
a
c
c
1 d
w�� ii����ro�!d li�����'a�d s��l����fc���. 5: 1� g�:n1!: the nineteenth, eighty feet shale; the twentieth,
nation with the ratchet teeth on the cross piece. 6. and the
e;
c
of
r t gb
d
�h� ���:�:�i� �'r° th!�:t��r ��� ��� s� \h e ;:idC�'yTI��:! one hundred and thirty-four feet limeston
to carry round in succession the cartridge ready {or in. the twenty-first, sixty-two feet cherty rock;
sertion in the chamber of the breech.
i'hird. the sliding rod. V. with its rod. Z, and projection. the �wenty-second, one hundred and thirty8. for the purp 03e of allowing the operator a reildy means
eight feet of limestone i the twenty.. third, sevof }i'insertingT the cartridge into Ihe chamber.
ourth he cap reservoir 2 with the cylinder 11 and enteen fieet 0f sha1e; the twenty-ftQurth,t,venty
its orifice: for receivi�g the �aps in ,combination �hh
the
r
h e
o
��p�;e �'l��f:;M'�I����allre �ap �� l�:�;;I.t �f ��� feet limestone; the twenty-fifth, fifty-six feet
breech.
shale; the twenty-sixth, thirty-four feet limeB L G
P M
w�ri����;��1B���kly � �. �.� f�i�i�. fi��t,ihe :�� stone; the twenty-seventh, one hundred and
o a
e
t:��t�:�� �h:i� �!�!� ��r���:����� �'i\�� ! ;:a��; forty feet white soft sands�one; the twentySUI£IY of ,vater is kept up and the air pumped. as tlpeci· eighth, one hundred a.nd ninety-three feet hard
fij �lso claim refrigerating. the air by extracting the cal. red sandstone " the twenty-ninth,one hundred
.c th f
b e f
ftc't h
s d the
�alve c��be/��d ! d��. and seventy.. one feet of sandstone with thin
fh� wa�::{�{h :urr��ndi��ih:
t'l n t b
b t nt' tl s t fi r th
� al�o �t�i� fu� fl�at�::er�oi� coitnected with the educ� layers of clay ; the thirtieth,two hundred feet
:t��.pipe for separating the water from the air. as speci- of limestone and sandstone. The size of the
TREATING O,Ls- Philo Marsh. of South Adam" Mass.. bore is nine incbes to about half the depth of
(assignor to Marsh & Howland. of South Acton. Ma..'is. : I
am aware that ac;ds have heretofore b een used tor cIari. the 've11 , then·tlIree and a haIf'Inches t 0 tlle
���e���'rbl� ilI�i����h�oe)j not rest on the use of acids bottom. The boring was commenced in 1848,
e
m o e
fe
m!n���� �� ��:r S�b:fa���a�� �� d::!�ft��: � t�:����: by hand; in 1851, at a depth of 456 feet, a
�[:n�ca�id�tituents of crude pyroligneous acid except the steam engine was employed. The work has
HARVESTER RAKING ApPARATus-Geo. A. Clarke. of not been steadily conducted, but was stopped
l i a
�l��:�� f� lii� ;;p��::fr�;�h� ����a bc;!�!:��f�}a:h: for some months every year, and altogether
endles:'lbelt. Q. in combination with the levers. R w. since 1854; but it is to be proceeded ,vith
the purpose of
connected with the rods. y. as shown. for
.
agaIn. '1'1le temperature 0 f the water wh'ICh
raking the cut grain from the platform. X.
[The cutters are operated by mean, of a wheel placed flows out is 72 degs., and the great vein at the
in an angular position upon the driving shaft. so that when depth of
1480 feet IS strongly impregnated with
the wheel revolve, it has a wabbling motion and vibrate,
the cutter bar back and forth. There is a clutch arrange- sulphuretted hydrogen. The cost IOr boring
ment so connected with the cutteT bar and the wabbling this well has been about $10 per foot, or $22,wheel that when the cutters become clogged up from any
cause, the wabbler and cutter bar are at once discon· 000 altoR'"ether. ,Ve can congratulate"young
nected, and the m3.chine ceases to work, thus preventing America" in having the deepest artesian well
breakage. These parts are self·acting in their oper:ltion. in the world, and as he has an unlimited
Altogether this improvement is an ingenious one. ]
amount of enterprise and stamina, we trust he
RC
G
E L
G
aS
a will bore down to such a depth as ·will practi..
t
fi�"i
C�i�
ri;g
:
it;:�
C
�:E
.f"�k
C�h�::e��
N��
vibra.ting flap or curved slide valve within its chest, with.
out the necessity of a stuffing box. by the means or similar cally settle the central heat hypothesis foronS������ie ��i�:����t
antiallY, the method of lubrica. ever.
ting slide valves. as described. by and through an aper- The following are Mr. Boyden's views in opture of the valve or its seat.
position to the central heat theory: "The rapid
RE.ISSUE.
PLCws-5amuel Hurlbut. ofOgdemburgh, N. Y. Origi- increase of temperature as we descend into the
nal letters patent, No. 10,031. dated Sept. 20,1853. Pat·
.
c i c s r g earth" n Its po1 ar pa.rts h as been ll'"ered as eVI
a
��il�ga�l��� ��Id1�' ����fj�f t�e ;h �e �f � �l�� s� dence Iof a high temperature at Othe center.that horizontal line �rawn at any hight across their
i
e
d s
v
n
�ide �� ���hf !��ie: � �h! But knowing that the beat can only leave the
]r�!��:�� :cr��!\� ��:�in;
h
v�: ith �f : ���Ub �:r t earth at the surface, and 'hat the motion of
l
�:::l;�� ���rie�f:����h� �h�l� e e p r s t
ally as set forth.
heat by conduction is extremely slow,we read ...
DESIGl'fS.
HALL PENDAl'fTR_Samuel B. n. Vance, or New York ily see that the general temperature of the
City. (assignor toMitchell.llaily & Co., of Conn.)
mass is at no great distance from the surface
HALL PI:NDANTS-Samuel B.lI. Vance, of New York in this latitude, and when careful examination
City.
.. .........
is made,I believe it will be seen that the tem1

•.

j

lu�;b';,��G!�,'�·�l!.i'!�h:.7:�b����io��}�t�ft:;Jj,l�le��;
with thb float and alarm valve. sub:stantially in the man·
ner and for the purpose set forth.
LATH SA'Y�NG.MACHINES-T.R.Ma�killie. of Winches.
ter. Ill.: I dls�lalm
the employment of t�e t�o systeml:l o�
saw� perpt;ndlcular to each other, such torm
lIlg no part ot
my m�entlOn, . .
1 .clalm th� com�mah!,�of the bed, m
w.th the 0ng.·
bearmg gUIdes. , arranged and operl at�. ng as1 andI
tudmal
for the pur_poses set fOlth. Also the comtructlOn of the
fo0;t�rmable dogs, E. oIlerating as and for the purposes set
SA LOCK-Joseph Marsh, of Rochester. N. Y. , I
claim�Hthe construction
and arrangement of the plates. C
and D, the lever. A. and bolt.li, said bolt having the sec·
ondary locking notch at d, operating in the manuer and
for the purpose subl:ltantially as described.
P
ames Neal and C. W. Emery. of Boston. Mass.
WeUMP-J
are aware that the lever or levers for working the
piston rod of a pump have been supported either on the
;aldbabrarrerlel, wore °thnearerofota
,rerYdocap" ut P clalate"mfisttuecdho,n the top of
llaut we claim US " P POrting the s' i"d b ra.kelosts by means
of n annular r ng made to enc rcle n rotate on t e
neck of the base plate. and be screwed or fastened to ithas
described.
i
I ��i'::'�h::�::'�k;;�;":C/�rKi����i��I����
�.fi�� �p:
plicatio to k h
the of. h' h 'n - e t th
tire fro � re!�hin� th�:�at, �; th:g:�&5:fr' t� r��� hin:
��: �re� t��de � &!eh;���g damage and destruction to
et s o
SEWING MACHINES_P. L. Slayton, of Madison, Ind.;
�l�l�� ����!�3,or�r��ai ���i�e�t�is�ae:c�et����h;
cloth.
Second. the combination of mechanism by which the
a e
�i��se��t��d��u1R:����s�ti��t�j� :�: ����
:� t��f�h
fnwheel.
L. and screw, J', or their equivalents. o(which
the screw or their first moyer is furnished with arms. b'
b'. operated upon by a lever, 02.-on a shaft, S ' , which re.
�::ib".;'d� contmuous rotary .motion. substantially as de.
'1'h' d th u hI d Ot 1
h ttl b
1
race�ay an� ;evolv1; g sh'u�H:; ,� �I�'f,';" !-�r�i�hir;g tt:; r��
volving shuttle with a revolving bobbin or ball. F. containing the thread and spool, N. hfwhich the twist of the
thread remains unchanged. or theIr
�� cequivalents,
t
i
e Y
wf;h�� :fiedll�!ho�t� ���igs o ;:r���� ���� b� t'h�
h d h� hutt1e passes throngh the Ioop to prevent
!nIs�ing �:i�c e<;� .
t s 3
� � �. e �dj�f
tu�� i�bl � � a h���i�: :rr:�:� ��d���bi�;��!�b�
stantially as described.
[This sewing machine is adapted to the execution of
embroidery work of all kinds, and the sewing of button
holes.-two very important branches of needle industry,
Without engravings it would be useless to attempt any
further description of the invention than is embodied in
the claims. The combination of parts and the mechani.
cal movements are ingenious and peculiar.]
HAY AND COTTON PRESSEs-Joseph Peevy. of Passa dumkeag,Me. : I make no claim to the mode of operating
the pressing arrangement, nor. broadly, the result due to
t
other devices have been employed to
�le���h��� :��s��
h
l
v
b!�,�,C�Nh :�: s���:�;��Wo��r� I� ��;��� !a ar::d ���
erating, as and for the purposes specified.
h
R�i�s����dC�T�cCh:ste�.�f��: :o�kCil;��e ��
a
r � e
a
i
�f�sf���l!�rri� �r: trl� �e�harri::h�� ���d� � ��l�r�
any peculiar use of these interruptions of circuits for ring.
ing or recording signals; nor do we claim the use of c1ock
g
a
h l
e
l!.�i:g
Tt� �����!s t���i:I���C��\:� ��� :fo �� ci�� fh;
matter of making the break circuit signal wheel stop at
c t se 0
t
l
o
Deep Artesinn 'VeH.-Heat of the Ear,h.
�h���\f�h;11\�����t ��:�, ����� i! ��� a� ��� t�� j��
scribed in Silliman's Journal. second serie', Vol. 13. the A brief discussion has been maintained on
break circuit signal wheel is made to rest at the desired
�����/or leaving the circuit closed. by the weight of its the above subject in the Newark, N. J., p!Lpers,
e ���� ;r:. t����� t�� by Seth Boyden and another correspondent
h
s
cl�c'l:,:�rl!i:'lel jo:��� t���
the lever. G. pushing back a spring. e. which previously signing himself J. P. The former takes the
held the detent in its elevated position.
ground that the center of the earth is not a
Rs
,
N,,!,:'}?g::Ci� I ���otV;;l:f�';�-;�:te�·I.;ra11:;'i�1��; molten mass, according to the theory mainin themselves. as they have before been used fOT check,
ing and stopping vibration in other indicating instrument"!. tained by Prof.Silliman and the great majoriHut I claIm. first. the combination of a water leaking ty of geologists; while the latter endeavors to
�;�\�:b;;�teb��a;i��;IlhYi;geSfb::a�; sustain the Plutonic theory. In Mr. Boyden's
&�il;�:8���ifi
d
i
in
t
rh:���:d�} 7he �e��:l�:�d�!id �;i:�.fla�rng ;l:�:;; �� communication to the Newark Mercury of the
den motion to .aid drag a. the 3 1st ult.,he states that he had reeeived a comt
s s
�� :'�e1 p'i�!��t:s'�":. ctfi�t
Second. I claim the method de,cribed of communicat- munication from Messrs. Belcber, ofSt. Louis,
e
n
O e
�:a���1�t! iin� d���ld:I��'!l ;e��i�ed ��::k�ll� t� Mo., respecting their artesian well, which is
the arm, e. substantially as specified.
GRAIN B,NDERS rOR HARnsTERs-G. W. N. Yost. the deepest in the world, being about 2,200
e
ci
is
��!���:::���';': :r ��t�.'d���� co���!�Si�� f{�<::�i� feet ooep, and still progressing, while the cele����I��l��:��a���;:r.d��f.�:'ti�ii;!; �����it�rd�inding, brated artesian well at Grenelle, France, whicb
TREATING WOOL-Andrew H. Ward, .Jr. , of Boston, was believed to be the deepest, is but 1797 feet
o o
o
h
�"i'��'
�i�1��t,)cl�\!::d� �il;��1d'I.':,':rr�d �e J�n�f%r �il: deep. . The water of this well at. St. Louis
.
I �i:::
' g oI nd cis
unfit l'or
Is m
' solu'
t lOn, and
.
m���dd�r":
I theO us� ofr�e�dy pur. oleic acid in contams mmera
IS
the treatment of. wool,y nor it. subsequent removal by al. sugar refining, but by boring still deeper,
hopes
kaline carbonat s onl .
t l
e are entertained that pure water will be found.
�
fi!��i:i!�� ��k:lilel �t!��i!s �:� �h � ���i� ��i1. f�; The temperature of the water at its bottom
the purpo•• and to produce results as stated.
I
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I
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perature increases faster at one thousand feet

deep than at two thousand feet deep, and that

the temperature decreases as we descend into
the earth in its equatorial part."
.. --- ...
..---

-

"teel Manufacture at Pltt,bnrg.

There is in Pittsburg an establishment called

"Eagle Steel Works,"

manufacturing

cast

steel of all varieties, bar, shear, and sheet. They

have three converting furnaces, five heating

furnaces, and eighteen melting furnaces. They
employ about sixty hands, many of them im-

ported from England, and consume annually

seven hundred aud fifty tuns of iron, one-third

of which isSwedish. The steel produced by

these works has been repeatedly tested, and is
found fully equal to the best English imported.
.. ..,.....

Dr. Luther, astronomer at the o':mrva.tor
Germany, has discov
ered a hitherto unknown star in the constella
tion of Pisces. It is to bear the name of "T

of Bilk, near Dusseldorf,

Piscium."

£'tientific �meritan.
The Democratic Tendencies of Science.

The

College Review

for January contains a

paper read by Prof. Olmstead, of Yale Col

lege, on

ozone, and why i s it not generally used ? Sim

ply because an inventor has not yet arisen to

months in the year, about the average time

steam power, deducting repairs, &c., and more

t rictron, and the attraction of other bodies

How does thi s machine overcome these resist

ances 1 I f it does not overcome them, it will
the above-named subject, before the mechanic, did for chlorine gas, viz ., make it sented to be j ust what is wanted on th!) cease to operate some day.
do for ozone what Charles Tennant, a working

AmericanAssociation for theAdvancement of available and economical for common use.
Education. We like the spirit that pervades
But Prof. Olmstead, we believe, would not
the entire article, and aJ:e happy to see that its wilfully depress the merits of one inventor to
distinguished author agrees with us in those exalt those of another, whether educated
in a
views respecting the elevating tendencies of college or at a counter. His heart is right on
science and invention which have been present
ed on various occasions through these columns.

this great question, " the democratic tenden

time than most of the water mills;

It is repre

-------.
..
. �- .
.
-------

prairies."

[For the

[So much for the improvements made dur

i ng the last few years on the old windmill,
and all coming from suggestions made through
our columns.

-------..
.. - . •

Scientific Am01ican .]

Granite D ust a Fertilizer.

I was much pleased to find an article in your

paper of the 23rd inst., that " Granite dust
was equal to the best manure."

A New Perpetual Mot i on.

In the year 1849 I published a small work
A new perpetual motion is astoni shing the of 42 pages, on agriculture, which was dis
In an article on page 253, Vol. 6, SCIENTIFIC expressed, coming as they do from " Yale,"
wise people of New Haven, Conn. The Reg- tributed gratis to intelligent farmers ; more
AME R I C AN , entitled "Knowledge is Democrat fill us with unaffected pleasure.
ister say�, "Mechanics are flocking from all di · than 1 0 0 copies being presented to cultivators
.. . .. ..
ic," we used the following language : " We
talk of this and that influence levelling the

mass of men upwards, but the great elevator
and democratic reformer, is knowledge."

On

cies of ·science. ! '

Such sentiments as he has

Locomotive Tclegrarh.

We have already noticed in former numbers

of the

"The Recognition of Genius and the Indus

graphing in a railroad train running at any

guage:-"Men are now becoming something

locomotive ruuning on a line of railroad in

do, not for what their fathers were.

ful.

for what they have done and for what they can
The aris

Perpetual

SCIENTIFIC AME RI C AN , that M . Boneli, of cur in the opinion that it is

page 325, same volume, is an article entitled Turin, Italy, had invented a method of tele

trial Principle," we used the following lan

rections to see

speed.

His first experiments were tried on a

Sardinia, and were stated to be very success
He has recently made some experiments

Motion-the

vention of a gentleman of this city.

in-

All con-

in Massachusetts.

In that work I introduced

granite rocks as a fertilizer, as follows :-"In

a wonderful piece

traveling in the States of Maine and New

about it, no trick, but it is a self-moving, p o w-

the mountains to contain any quantity of pink

of machinery.

There is no cheat or collusion

er-supplying machine, which will run until it
is worn out.
genuity.

As such, it is a triumph of in-

The inventor is an accomplished me-

chanic, who has spent year� in perfecting it,

Hampshire, the summer before last, I noticed

felspar rock ;

and as limestone was rarely

found, and I understood the same, when burned,

was too costly to use as a fertilizer, I would

recommend farmers to grind the felspar, and

in France, especially one on the St. Cloud and

whilst confined to his house by ill health."

in London, although devised by a Prince, in

graphic wires, he placed a thin half-inch iron

recognition of the aristocracy of genius and

between the two rails, and pinned it to insula

ponents, that it would form a fertilizer of no
tainly goes, and there is no chance, as anybody mean quality. It contains seventeen per cent.
has yet discovered, of its being moved by any i of alumina, three per cent. of lime, and thir

tocratic principle is the past principle, the in

dustrial is the present. The Great Exhibition
the broad democracy of its management, is a

the industrial principle."

The experience and

observation of Prof. Olmstead corroborate the
He says," The in

correctness of these views.

ventions of science tend to elevate the masses
Such, I aver,

and to produce social equality.

has been the actual effect of the changes which

the inventions of science have brought about

in our own country within the last fifty years,
-a period distinctly within my own recollec
These changes have been chiefly effect

tion.

ed in the following way: first, by

locamotion i secondly, by the gen
diffusion of intelligence, especially through

i n the arts of
eral

improvements

Paris Railroad.

Instead of the ordinary tele

band or riblilon along the center of the track,

tors about two inches above the ground.

The

was brought into contact with the baJad or

of experiments and practical investigation, to

writing messages in the locomotive while run

nouncement in your journal recently of the ap-

broke the circuit with the battery, thereby

ning as easily as could be done in a house.

The experiments WC're performed in presence

" Before the introduction of steambollts and

railroads, there were great distinctions main

coaches were looked up to as a superior class

horseback could not presume to claim any ac

A train was first

in advance, presently followed by
and

com

der the ordinary conditions between station

and station.

Bye and bye, the first train des

full speed, a constant exchange of signals was

est precision.

In less than twenty minutes
. . ... . ..

Receipts of lhe Paris Exhibition ;

American

Heave ....

The report of the general receipts of the late

Universal Exhibition in Paris has been pub

during the one hundred and ninety-eight days

those

in

coaches

This apti-republican distinction is nearly ob

literated in our State, and the separation is

not now into the upper and lower classes, but

of persons who visited the Palace of Industry,

it remained open, exclusive of the days of

After presenting this idea

more fully, he

says,"the facts which have been adduced are

sufficient to show that something has, within
the last half century, gre:ttly extended the
privileges and enjoyments of the masses

countrymen, and produced a

of our

more on account of its being the most abun

comparison with the wealthy classes, and vast

ly augmented the intelligence and respecta

bility of the country."

He then asks the question, " Has science

whom

are thousands who do and will treat it with
The great

secret is the particular and double inclination
In all

former attempts at a perpetual motion, the
great object has been to over¢ome gravitation,

but in this instance, without gravitation the

machine would stop. The driving wheel being
on an inclination of 23 1-2 degrees, is the par-

ticular degree at which all metallic bodies

it is the best.

Mica contains more alumina

as much lime, and basalt thirty per cent. of

alumina, ten per cent of lime, and six per cent.

of magnesia.

Any primitive rock, therefore,

in which quartz is not too abundant, will an
swer when ground, if the felspar will answer."

My opinion having been confirmed by direct

experiment, I congratulate our Eastern States

if the shaft is adjusted at 24 degs., those bodies

Binghamton, Dec. 24th, 1855.

is inclined to 23 degs. there will not be suf-

Compre ssed Air Engine. for City Railroads.

to pass the eccentric wheel which is attached

ME SSRS. EDIT ORs-In your notices to correspondents, of the SCIENTIFIC AMERIC AN Dec .

Another very nice adjustment of the driving

the effect that compressed air is more expen

will cease to act and slide off; or if the wheel

ficient power to cause the cylindrical weight
to the shaft supporting the fly wheel.

..

__
.------

29th, 1855, you reply to

" W.

G .. of N.

Y.," to

wheel is its adjustment of a vertical shaft out sive than steam as a motive power. Obvious
of line 1 - 8 of an inch, and as the principle on , ly, this is correct as a general rule, but there
which this machine acts will work both ways, may be cases where steam power is inadmissi

it is only neces�ary to shift the step 1 -4 of an
inch to reverse t3e motion."

ble, and then, as in the case of our city rail

ways, the question of economy is between

[If, according to the Register, this is a se?t� compressed air and horse power. I believe
3,626,934, out of
4,617 were holders of season tickets. moving and power-suJPlying machine, it can that the compressed air plan is � most desira
very easily tell us how the power is obtained,

and how it �llPplies the
to the

Pallad-ium,

power.

I f, according

it i s not moved by an ext ra-

The French Exhibition, in a pecuniary point of neous or concealed force, so far as has been
discovered, by what force then is it moved ?-

view, has proved a failure by comparison with
that of London, where the receipts amounted
to about twelve millions of francs, and the net
profits to about half that sum.

Is it moved without force, or does it con lrain

the elements of force in its mechanical parts 1
The description of the machine by the corres -

ble one for our city railways, in lieu of the

miserable and inhuman horse-flesh one.

De

pots could be established at every two or three

miles with powerful air pumps, keeping globu

lar res ervoirs always charged, so that the

char ging of long cylinders under the seats of
the cars would be but the work of an instant,

after the connection was made.

When break

La Presse, the most extensively circtllated pondent of the Courier, is as clear as mud, with ing up, the engine should be renrsed, not in

four columns to a historical sketch and minute

true and legitimate results of science."

Speaking of great inventors, however, we

think Prof. Olmstead holds up those who were
college-bred scientific men too exclusively, by

not saying enough respecting those who have

ticular inclination of the wheel , vi z. : 23 1-2

description of McCormick's reaping machine

degrees. This inclination of the wheel and

obtained in all the recent trials before the in

perpetual motion.

with an account of the extraordinary results

ternational j ury ; and it bestows great praise

1" and answers, " I do on American inventions generally.

say that these happy changes have been the

. , .., . .

Wind Flouring Mm. for { he PrAirie••

The Peoria

(Ill.)

that the Rochester

(N.

Transcript

is

informed

Y.) Mill Erecting Com

pany intend to place in operation fifty mills on
the western prairies during the year 1856, the

limited education. Thus he speaks warmly of

"We hear a company is to be organized in

and Morse as"Sons of Yale," and Peoria for the immediate establishment of one
then describes the benefits conferred upon cot of these windmills. We understand that the
ton and linen manufacture;l, by the discovery cost of a windmill in operation with two run
of bleaching, but merely says,"This immense of four-feet stones is only $5000. That in 

'Eli Whitney

improvement in the art of bleaching was a
present which chemistry made to the arts."

And who made this discovery in chemistry, let

escape in the air.

degree less-23 degs.-then the perpetual mo-

tract, and have your encouragement, for

If it is but inclined half a

tion is killed at once, accordiLg to his description.

There can be no such thing as a perpetual

a Fregch chemist.

s atisfied that it may be made a profitable one.

Compressed air engines are not new, for they

have been used considerably

on railways in

combination

were first set in motion, and the first impulse

carried on the work until they stopped.

Mr.

Willis does not probably claim his machine as
a perpetual motion, but as

Brooklyn, Jan. 2nd, 1856.

[Like our correspondent we believe that com-

ap
horse

preS'Sed air engines may be economically

plied to city railroads as substitutes for

power ; even if they were to prove somewhat

a skillfully con- more expensive they are preferable.
.. . -

structed machine, the moving parts of which

meet with so little resistance that it requires

patent.

move them .

One on this plan is now in operation

I hope your correspondent will get upon that
I am

of E ngland, and were called"poneys." They did
mechanism contain power in themselves to not ! ucceed there, for the reason you have as
set and keep them in motion.
Clocks have signed, but here the case is different.
TRos. PROSSER.
been constructed that have gone on for years
motion, for no wheels nor

cludes the cost of building, machinery, and

every requisite, including the right to use the

and filrcing into the reservoir instead of re

ceiving it from the reservoir, and allowing it to

gravity is the secret, according to him, of its

ilO much to advanee science and art, and motive power of which is to be the wind alone. without re-winding, but they did not contain
who labored under the disadvantages of a very The Transcript adds:
the elements of force within themselves. They

done

us ask 1

I have referred to felspar

equally efficacious.

flu greater equal newspaper in France, has devoted no less than the exception of one point, and that is the par- I its rot9.tion, but in drawing in the external air

ity in the social condition of the laboring in

produced these results

paratus invented by Mr. E. P. Willis, purport-

opening and closing, was

into the virtuous and vicious-the industrious The whole number of visitors slightly exceed
and the indolent. If we enter a railroad car ed four and a halt millions, and the receipts
we meet with people of different vocations, but fell a little short of three millions of francs.

we recognize no appearance or caste."

Any felapar, either white or colored, will be

in possessing an inexhaustible supply of high
which are placed on its disk will retain their ly fertilizing materials.
and in this postion, both trains proceeded at position through the effects of gravitation, and
WM. PARTRIDGE.
patched orders to the second to follow it

claimed the principle of caste, &c.

and

I was not surprised when I saw the an-

plish.

of the main wheel and gravitation.

on

lished, from which it appears that the number

intercourse,

in the ashes made from oak wood, I should

consider it would be well worth a fair trial.

sent

them several Americans.

quaintance, or to have any, except the most
formal

materials, and more potash than is contained

and more potash ; hornblend nearly four timeg

forty questions were asked and replied to.

of people, with whom those in wagons or on

I have never heard

of its being used for sucl. a purpose, but as it
contains thirty-three per cent. of fertilising

disdain, or as a thing impossible.

are called ' the common people,' especially in
The gentlemen in

teen per cent. of potash.

large number of scientific gentlemen, amongst

kept up without difficulty, and with the great

their modes of traveling.

I should j udge, from its com-

dant mineral in primitive rocks, than because

tained between the professional and industrial
classes, and between men of wealth and what

try its efficacy.

ing to be a perpetual motion, although there

of the French minister of public works, and a

made and replied to with equal facility, as un

observations were mostly con

inventor for several

believe that what is possible man can accom-

premises the Professor elaborates in a clear

fined, he says :-

been an

years, and have been taught, by a long series

con!luctor along the track, and thus closed and

a second, which latter stopped

to which his

A correspondent of the 'Courier thus describ es

it :-" I have

tive, and by touching a key, a metal spring

traordinary multiplication and cheapness of the menced an interchauge of signals with the
conveniencies and elegancies of life." These first train, still in motion. The signals were
Of Connecticut, the field

extraneous or concealed force."

telegraph apparatus was placed in the locomo

the medium of newspapers ; thirdly, by au ex

and graphic manner.

The Palladium says that " the , machine cer-

an exceedingly minute amount of power to

Any body once set in motion, by

Gloy... .

Belgium

the world.

•

is the great glove manufactory of
It is stated that from one estab

Y., and with two run of stones the law of inertia, would move on forever in a Hshment, last year, 400,000 dozen pairs were
covered that chlorine eould bleach vegetable thirty blL!lhels of grain are ground in an hour. straight line, without a chan e of velocity, exported to England and America. There are
g
productions with gre�t rapidity; but so can The running of the mill by wind power is ten were it not for the resistance of the atmos phere 3,000 hands employed there.
,
Scheele,

He dis

at Rochester, N.
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� ticntifit �mtritan+

�£in

of the spout, G, and to the beame, A A, there

�nh£ntinng+

are attached two covering shares, O O.

As the machine is drawn along, the double the wheel, H, said recesses or holes being made

These

share, C, clears a space' a foot in width with a

shares are formed of metal plates, the ftont light furrow or ridge on each side, in the center
ends of which are rounded or curved and the

of which the drill makes a narrow furrow or underneath the wheel, I, which, as it rotates,

back upper ends are eurved or bent inwards.

EpidemiC!! and their Canoe..

Dr. Southwood Smith has been gi"ing a very
important series ot' lectures in Edinburgh, on

of the desired capacity. By turning the screwB,

d, the seed is carried round by the wheel, H,

mark for the seed to fall in, and the wheel, B,

serves to crowd or press the seed forward, fill
The drill for making the furrow is placed be rotates the wheels, H I,and the seed being placed ing the recesses, and at the same time prevent
tween the share, C , an d spout, G.
in the hopper, F, will pass into the recesses of ing the clogging or choking of the wheels.-

SMITH'S PATENT SEEDING MACHINE.

the subj ect of epdemics. Dr. Smith dwelt par
ticularly, in his introductory lecture, on the
fact that all epidemic

diseases-the plague,

blal:k-death, sweating-sickness, cholera, influ
enza, &c.-were fevers.

Cholera was usually

preceded, he stated, by influenza.
if the patient

In cholera,

be saved three days, the fever

and other symptoms were curable.

Dr. South

wood Slhith seemed to say that very active
animal and epidemic poisons were generated
by over-crowding of human beings, and when
to this were added deficient electricity in the
atmosphere, unusual prevalence of mist, haze,
or fog, stillness of the air, and augmented
barometric pressure, then we had an epidemic
constitution of things, and would haTe most
probably cholera.

.. . ..

..

The concave,

J, prevent. the seeds falling in which the rows are planted, so that i-n culti the periphery of the wheel, B, so as to prevent
it drops through vating the light furrow left on each side of the the seeds dropping when turning around at

too scattering a manner as

Improvemenl In Seeding Machine...

The annexed engravings represent an im

the spout,

G,

into the narrow furrow made by row, by the double share, C, dresses in and

the ends of the row, or in passing any obstacle

0 0 covers the spaces between the hills, and hills up that may be in the way. The machine is drawn
said shares within the space cleared by the the grain as well as it does to cultivate both by one horse, and does thl' work well as fast
patent was granted to H. R. Smith, of Masse
double share, C, and the wheel, B, passes over ways when planted in the usual manner. The as a man can walk.
Da, N. Y., on the 9th of October last.

provement in seeding machines, for which a

Fig. 1 is a side view of the seeding machine ;

the drill, and is covered by tl:1e shares,

depth which the grain is covered is governed

and presses the earth on the seed.

More information relating to this seeding

The seeds i n a hill are not dropped i n a by the distance the drill and shares, ° 0, work ma.chine may be obtained by letter directed to
fig. 2 is a detached vertical section of the hop
bunch, but scattered a little, as they should be, below the double share, C .
the patentee-H. R. Smith-Racket River P.
per, and seed distributor taken at x x, fig. 3,
The brake, E, can be made to act against 0., St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.
nearly in a straight line in the direction in
and the latter figure is a transverse vertical
section of fig. 2, taken at
plane of section.
parts.

y y, showing the

Similar letters refer to like

liold the spirit gas or other fluid, said recepta

Saretv Spirit Lamp.

cle having the usual wick tubes attached to

The nature and peculiarity of the im

A represents a lamp of ordinary construction,

employed for distributimg the seed, which will

and B represents a bag or receptacle which is

be better understood as we proceed in the de
scription.

A A represent two beams, the front ends of

are on a level with the outside tubes ; that is
when the cap is screwed down into its collar,

stance which protects it from the action of B.

The

To the back ends of

the body of the lamp as shown.

B.

A.

difficulty.

A

horizontally, and the in

of the lamp to allow the vapor or gas to es

b, in the

cape, but this caused a great waste of fluid.
By this improvement the difficulty is obviated
at a small cost, and without any waste of flu

b, and by turning the screws, d, the

id, for the bag or receptacle will expand under
the pressure of the gas or vapor, and conse

b, partially or entirely, that is, the por

tions of the recesses or holes that are within
the hopper, for one end of the wheel passes

J, the

This concave is fitted quite closely to

hopper.

the wheel, H, but not so as to interfere with its
easy rotation.
.through the back side of the hopper, F, and
iphery nearly or quite touching the periphery
The accompanying engravings
is a
of the wheel, H, within the hopper, and the vertical section representing
the improvement
periphery of the wheel, I, is slightly corru in fluid
lamps for which a patent was granted
gated. The wheel, H, is rotated by a cross
to Wm. Bennett, of Brooklyn, on the 27th of
band, K, which passes around a circular pro
of Nov. last, and fig. 2 is a vertical section of
je ction,f, on one side of the wheel, B, and the patent safety tube-for
spirit fluid lamps
around a pulley, L, on the journal of the -the patent
having been assigned to the
wheel, H. The wheel, I, is rotated by a cross Union India Rubber Lamp C o . , office No.
284
band, M, which passes around a projection, g, Washington st., this city.
on one of the j ournals of the

and thus the wick tubes, c c, are drawn into

the outside extinguisher tubes, C C, and the

terials now employed, or the bag or receptacle

light is at once eclipsed.

may be encompassed by a framing or support,

ple and certain method of obviating any dan

is preferable, however, and it is thus that the

arising in the neck of the lamp to be evaporat

lamps are made.

ed by the heat of the cap or lid, and thus an

screwing the cap and pouring in the fluid under
it.

The improved cap represented by fig. 2,

obviates, for a certainty, any danger that may
arise from a careless person filling a lamp while
lighted, for the very best reason, the cap

B is the collar whicb is secured on the lamp.
A is the cap which screws into the collar.

other canse of explosions is prevented, besides
that of filling the lamp with the wicks lighted.
Two patents have been granted for these im
provements in safety tubes, illustrated on page
24, Vol.

6,

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, and the other

represented by fig. 2 embracing the coiled

0.1- spring and its movable disk,

ways extinguishes the light when unscrewed.

a.

All these

improvements are used in the construction of
these lamps.

D

A lamp for burning spirit fluid, embracing

sol

-or otherwise--directed to the Company, at

is a small hollow pin soldered to the underside these improvements appears to us to be per
The nature of the improvement in the lamp of the cap, A ; d is a small coiled �pring fectly safe for common use.
More information may be obtained by letter
consists in placing within an ordinary glass or around the pin, D. a is a small disk into

I :; the arrows in fig. 2 show the direc metal lamp, or within a suitable frame or sup- which the ordinary
wick tube!,

tion in which the wheels rotate.

This is a very sim

The placing of ger arising from replenishing the lamp with
fluid. The disk, a, also prevents the fluid

filling spirit fluid lamps while burning, by un-

of the wheel, I, corresponds with the portion

N,

This improvement may be applied to any
form of lamp constructed of either of the ma

Accidents are frequently taking place by

of the whe�l, H, as shown in fig. 2. The width

,wheel,

with fluid, and when the last thread is turned,

the coiled spring, D, forces the disk, a, down,

the bag or receptacle within an ordinary lamp

.is placed at one side of the wheel, H, its per

on the opposite side of the wheel, B, and around

When the cap, A , is unscrewed to fill the lamp

and not be placed in a lamp.

The back part of the wheel, I, proj ects

a pulley,

compressed between the cap lid, and its disk, a .

the lamp should be casually broken, the bag
which frequently occur from that cause.

ends of which are secured to the sides of the

tubes then are forced up
tubes to the proper hight, and the spring, D, i s

quently will not break or burst, and in case
will retain the fluid, and prevent accident.s,

At the back

part of the wheel, H, there is a concave,

been

Vents have also been made in the upper part

The slides are

through one side of the hopper.

has

and did not provide a perfect remedy, because

slides may be made to close the recesses or
holes,

reservoir

the metal is liable to be crushed itself.

of the exact depth and width of the recesses
or holes,

metallic

at a low temperature, but this plan augmented

ner ends of these screws are attached to slides,

3.

A

the cost of the lamp to a considerable extent,

a metallic plate, c, attached to it through

wheel, H, as shown in fig.

Vari

compassed by water in order to keep the fluid

b, made
One end of the wheel, H, has

e, which fit in the recesses or holes,

The wick

placed within the body of the lamp, and en

tbe hopper, and has recesses or holes,

d, pass

is screwed down.

ous plans have been devised to obviate this

across the whole width of the lower part 0

which screws,

when the cap, A,

gaseous substance generated within the body
of the lamp by the heat of the flame.

Within the hopper, F , there are placed two

in its periphery.

Around the

hydro-carbon fluids, often burst in consequence

G, which pro

smallerthan the other, 1 . The wheel, H, extends

refilling.

of the pressure exerted against them by the

The lower end of this

H I, one of which, H, is considerably

for

The ordinary fluid lamps, o r those which burn

F i. a
hopper which is secured upon the beams, A A,

wheels,

unscrewed

lamp so as to communicate with the bag, B .

the beams, which brake may be made to act

j ects a short distance below the beams, A

cap

The wick flange against which the disk, a, is pressed

tubes, C, are attached to the upper part of the

brake, E, is also attached to the back ends of

hopper is provided with a spout,

closing them, and extinguishing the light, as if
the lamp had been previously lighted and the

lowed between the outer side of the bag and throat of collar, B , there is an inside ring or

the beams, handles, D D, are attached, and a

near their front ends.

The upper part of the bag or receptacle, B,
is attached in any proper manner to the sides

of the orifice of the lamp, and a space, a, is al

wheel, B, and to the strip, a" at the front end of

The figure shows the cap unscrewed, and

the outside tubes above the inside ones, en

the fluid.

the beams, there is attached a share, C ,Jormed

against the periphery of the wheel,

When the

lamp is ignited the top of the wick tubes, c c,

placed within the body of the lamp, and is

back parts of the beams are supported by a

with two mold boards.

C, which are soldered to cap A.

made of india rubber, lined inside with a sub

which are connected angularly to a strip, a, so
that the two beams will be of V-form.

pass through the interior of outside tubes, C

the wrench in manner.

provement on this n:achine relates to the meane

soldered to the cap ; the pin, D, passes through

a hole in the disk, a, and the wick tubes, c c,

Directly back port, an india rubber
receptacle to receive and

I

c c, are

dered, instead of being as in ordinary lampE,
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their place of business given above.

�ti£ntifit �m£ritan.

� tientifit �m£ritan.

labor hard to benefit inventors, and through

them and the Constitution, to advance the
prosperity of his country.
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR'S REPORT ON THE

PATENT

NEW-YORK, JANUARY 12, 1856.

OFFICE-" The reorganization of the

Patent Office has been perfected, and its good

Report o f t h e Secretary of t h e Interior.

set of models never seen by the public, of i for our own legislators to consider the propri
scarcely less importance than those now so ety of establishing similar postal reforms.
well exhibited in the cabinets of models of patTo all who have lent their aid in endeavor
ented inventions.

This would be a great ac -

quisition to inventors, one of the most meritoriOllS and deserving classes of our citizens.

" The collection in the gallery-a very curi-

effect already sensibly experienced.

ous, interesting, and instructive one, is conThe annual report of the Secretary of the
" Several important amendments to the pat
Interior has j ust made its appearance. It con ent laws were suggested by the Commissioner stantly open to, and attracts large numbers of
tains much valuable information touching the of Patents, in his last report, which are neces  visitors, which, in itself, is very proper ; but
domestic relations or this government ; but the sary to the more efficient action of the Bureau, when taken in connection with the secrecy and
portion most interesting to our readers relates
to the Patent Office, and that part we accord

ingly annex.

and are in themselves reasonable and entirely

unobjectionable.

The remarks of the Secretary evince, on been issued upward of eighteen hundred pat

.!! ition towards the Patent Office than we have

hitherto supposed he ever entertained or mani

during the late canvass, we return onr sincerest

thanks.

Whether they have taken prizes or

not, one thing is certain, their labors have not

been thrown away ; they have worked for a
good purpose-nothing less than the diffu
sion of

useful

knowledge-and they have

accomplished noble

seclusion to which the inventions and discov-

new readers

eries are entitled, whilst under examination, it

" Since the 1st of January last tbere have

their face, a much more fair and liberal dispo

ing to promote the prosperity of our j ournal

are

AMERICAN host.

becomes a privilege of doubtful propriety, cal

results.

added

Thousands of

to the SCIENTIFIC

With the high est wishes for

their success and advancement, we wish them
culated, as it is, to disturb the employee! of all a " Happy New Year," and remain, as ever,

ents, and within the year the number will pro  the Patent Office in their business, and to affect
bably reach two thousand. This is the result in some instances the interests of the inventors .
of the judicious and excellent system that has

The collection has no

their friends to command.
.. . ...

connection whatever

..

The Quality of American Wool.

fested. He says that inventors are a worthy been adopted, and which enables the office
and meritorious class of citizens ; thinks they promptly to examine and dispose of every ap
ought to have the benefit ·of the National Gal plication that is presented.

with the Patent Office; and may as well, there

recent foray upon the premises of the Patent

story of the Patent Office building are occupied

The seeds were well selected and distributed, were longer in the staple than the foreign

a building not fire-proof, and much exposed to

most beneficial results are anticjpated.

lery, &c.

He glosses over with excnses his

Office, and, having got all that he wanted, af

fects entire contentment from any further op

" Several of the rooms

by the Indian Bureau.

erations of the same sor.t.

We strongly suspect that the honeyed words

of the Secretary ,are only intended to cloak

.some new and more dangerous assault upon the
Patent Office than any he has yet ventured to
assay ; still, we hope we are mistaken.

conflagration.

He purports to have

finished all his mischief, and to be now ready
to lend inventors a helping instead of an op

posing hand.

Let him have the chance of

proving the sincerity of his professions.

He argues that the Patent Office isn't the

Patent Office, because only a portion of its

cost was paid out of the patent fund ; there

fore it was both right and proper for him to

cut down its facilities and reduce its accom

Such reasoning is almost too ab 

modations.

surd for refutation.

As well might he Bay

that the Capitol was not designed for the es

pecial use of Congress, or the White House

for tbe President. Like those edifices, the Pat
ent Office was erected by Congress at the pub

lic expense, and set apart for an especial pur

pose-the transaction of patent business.

By

the clearest legal enactment it is devoted to
this one branch of the public service, and to

no other.

In disregard of law the Secretaries

of the Interior have converted it into an asy

lum for Land officers and Indian clerks.

As for the ancient and venerable Indian

documents of which the Secretary speaks, we

appreciate the importance of their preserva

tion ; but would it not have been better to have

dug a vault in the earth and buried them safe
from sight and fire ?

The reasons presented by the Secretary in

favor of the removal of the National Museum

from the Patent Office building are sensible
and strong.

We hope he will continue to urge

them with all the influence which his official
position affords, until

needed is realized.

the change so much

We stand ready to second

his efforts in that direction by every means in
our power.

We pass over the apparent self-e'&ntradic

tion of the Secretary in stating that his late

innovation was not detrimental to tpe interests

of the Patent Office, while in the next breath

he admits, and proves conrlusively

that the

Department is, and was laboring under great

di�advantages for want of sufficient space. His

arguments in favor of the removal of the Mu

seum apply, with equal force, against all ex

traneous concerns

The appropriations for agricultural purposes

Previously, it was in

I did not feel justified in keep

existing in the building.

The Land Office and Indian Bureau, for ex

ampl!', to use his own expression, have " no

a historical and pecuniary point of view.

best quality. It has been stated that our wools

kinds, and were excellent for making strong

warps, but did not possess the necessary felting
property requisite for fine cloth, and for this

Award of the Scientific American Prizefl.

reason a little foreign wool was necessary.

The pleasing duty once more devolves upon

H.

us of awarding our annual series of prizes to

Ex

C. Merriam, in the last number of the

Country Gentleman, scatters all such assertions

those friends who have most successfully la

to the winds, and proves conclusively that

bored to extend the circulation of the SCIEN-

American wool surpasses all foreign wools for
We annex a list of the its felting properties, and for making beautiful
names and residences of the fortunate com broad cloth-light or heavy. He states that
" Before directing the change to be made, I
'
petitors, together with the number of sub American grown wool and fine wool from
satisfied myself that, although it might put a
scribers obtained by ea ch, and the amount of Saxony have been tested, and the palm award
few of the clerks of the F a tent Office to some
prize money now their 1' '', The sums to which ed to the former. The finest Saxony wool ob
inconvenience, it would not materially inter
they are respectively entitled are ready for tained from Hungary contained only 2400 ser
fere with their labors, nor essentially, with a
payment, and will be handed over, in gold or rations to the inch, while wool obtained from
correct and efficient discharge of their duties.
any other currency more desired, whenever s amples of American flocks contained 2552 ser
" By some it is contended that the entire
called for. Sight drafts from those who can rations to the inch.
building should be exclusively appropriated to
not make it convenient to call or send by mes
------.
..�.�.�----the use of the Patent Office, and to this, under
Water Descending and Hot Air Aocendlnll.
senger will be duly honored.
any other than extraordinary circumstances, I
No.
Name.
A stream of water descending through the
Res£dence.
Pri��.Li&t
should cheerfully assent. But when I look at I.
J. CANT.
Hamilton. C , W. $100 172 air tapers downwards, and at a certain depth
the fact that the entire structure, so far as II.
M. Jl. GREEN.
Louisville Ky ,
$75 132 divides into drops, because each partide falls
completed, has cost some sixteen hundred III.
J. F. LOVE CRAFT. Rochester, N. y,. $65 94
with accelerated velocity, and at length (when
thousand dollars, of which $ 1 ,279,700 has been IV.
W, C. GlUNT,
Detroit Mich .•
$55 82 it has overcome their cohesion) leaves the
drawn from the Treasury, and only $320,300 V.
J. L, MITCHE LL, Jackson, Mich.,
$50 75
other particles behind it. But, when the stream
from the patent fund, and that it was impossi  VI.
J. L. DICKINSON. Dubuque. Iowa,
W 7I
is inclosed in a tube, this separation of its
ble to secure for the Indian Bureau such a VII, G. C . HYATT.
Adrian, Mich••
$40 66
parts is prevented by the atI)lospheric pressure
Waukegan. lll ..
building as its necessity demanded, I could VIII. J. S, BARBER.
$35 61
above and below keeping them together, and
JNO, GARST,
Dayton, Ohio.
$30 55
find no plausible pretext for hazarding millions IX.
forcing the whole stream to flow with equal
X.
H.
S.
BABBITT,
Newark. Ohio,
$25 46
of the public property, more especially when it
velocity ; the lower part dragging the upper
C. BmRSTADT,
So' Dedham, Mass. $llJ (5
was evident it was not absolutely necessary to XI.
Quincy, II!.;
$15 45 after it, while the upper (by its inertia) equally
the full and proper execution of the patent XII. J. LYMAN.
Louisville. Ky.,
$10 45 retards the lower, so that they move together
laws, and would not, to any great extent, in- XIII. B. RANKIN.
XIV R. SKINNER.
Princeton. Ind .•
$5 (5 with the mean of their natural velocities ; and
commode the Patent O ffi ce.
It
will
be
observed
that
the
number
of
sub- the discharge is, of course, more rapid than if
It will require a further appropriation to
there were no tube, and will be faster the
complete the west wing of the Patent Office scribers furnished by the last four individuals
longer the tube. Now, as the same is true of
on
the
list
are
exactly
the
same,
viz.
:
45.
building. The east wing cost $607,700. Ow
a stream of light fluid ascending through a
ing to the declivity of the grade an additional They are each, consequently, equally entitled
heavier, this explains why the draught of a
story was required in the west wing. It was to the highest of these four prizes, but for the
furnlce depends on the hight of the chimney.
found necessary, so as to construct its base sake of filling out the list, we have voluntarily

perience has already taught its folly, and the
lesson should not be disregarded.

meat, sub-basement, and principal story, that
each might be converted into one large room

when the requirements of the Patent Office de
mand it.

TIFIC AMERICAN.

placed their names in the order seen.

These

gentlemen must either make an equal division

of the gross sum of the four prizes, to wit,

.. . �

..

Ba"k Numbel'8 Volume

11.

The demand for back numbers o f th e SCIEN

To accomplish this obj ect, marble $50, which will give themeach $ 1 2'50, or some TIFIC AMERICAN on this volume has been so

and granite piers and architraves have been in

further time must be given them to obtain much greater than we calculated for, that we
can no longer furnish complete 8ets.

troduced, whieh are not in the corresponding

more subscribers, and so �nter a limited com

" The north part of the building should be

they must settle among themsltlves ; we recom

Of the 17 numbers issued, however, we can
stories of the east wing. These and other ad petition for the choice. We should prefer to
ditions have cost about $ 1 00,000, and yet the have them try to increase their lists, and for supply all except Nos. 6, 1 2, and 15. It is not
whole expenditure will not exceed that of the that pnrpose suggest that the time be extended probable that even this stock will long remain
to the 1 5th of February. It is a matter that on hand. Those, therefore, who desire to ob
east wing.
commenced.

The estimated cost is $450,000,

witbout a portico.

A partial estimate for its

construction has been submitted.

tain such back numbers as we have, should

mend them to correspond together upon the make early application.
subject, without delay, and notify ns of their
verdict.

.. . ..

..

Railroad Comdon.

A terrible accident took place on the Ohio
The competition for these prizes has been
thrown o,Pen to all alike. It is a remarkable and Pennsylvania Railroad, near Darlington
used for any practical purposes. It has been fact that " Young America " has been com Pa., on the 31st ult., by which four persons
made the depository of the curiosities of the pletely distanced by Canada,-the first time were instantaneously killed, and eighteen se
" There is a large room in the Patent Office

designated the National Gallery, which is not

;

verely wounded.

It was caused by the col

could be removed to a more suitable place, it

gence of our vigorous neighbors of the North.

turning a curve.

When will all our railroads

fice.

SCIENTIFIC

exploring and other expeditions, and of other we believe, that such a thing was ever known
rare articles worthy of preservation.

If they

connection whatever with the Patent Office,

would be very advantageous to the Patent Of

where."

building, being two hundred and sixty feet

and may as well, therefore, be placed else 

beautiful finish required for broadcloth of the

and, from all the information received, the

the loss of which would be irreparable, both in

It is,

wide that American wool is unfit to give that

have been usefulJ,y and jli.diciousJ,y applied.

papers, of such immense value and importance,

to give him his due, and, for the time being, be
lieve what he says.

the basement

ing in constant j eopardy its records, files, and

fair, under the circumstanees,

perhaps, but

in

The statement has been propagated far and

fore, be placed elsewhere.

This room is one of the largest in the

It speaks well for the enterprize and intelli

lision of an express and a freight train in

Throughout the whole domain of Canada the be compelled to have double tracks ?
AMERICAN passes free 'if postage
,
although we are obliged to pre-pay 26 cents

... . .. . ..

ExUngubhing a Burning Coal Mine.

The Pottville Miner's Journal states that ef
the line. A wise enactment of the Canadian forts are being made to extinguish the fire in
stood that, for the future, the Secretary will some thirty thousand dollars, drawn from the Parliament provides that all publications
the Tamaqua coal mine, which has been on
behave himself properly, in regard to the Pat patent fund. The annual charge to the Gov of a scientific and nseful nature, shall go fire for some time. The method of extinguish
ent Office ; that he will not absorb any more ernment for merely taking care of and superin free, no matter where they come from.
ing it is the same as that used in England, viz. :
But these last changes we shall not now

insist

upon,

it

being

agreed

and under

long and sixty-two feet six inches wide, and

of its space ; that he will use his best endeavors tending it is $31 80.
to ship off the Museum, and put the Commission

er of Patents in pos!ession of that beautiful

per annum on each subscriber, to pass them to

the cases it contains, as I am informed, cost

The room is required for

the proper disposal and exhibition of rejected

The good

sensibly felt.

effects of this

law

The circulation

are being injecting steam and carbonic acid gas into the
of valuable mine, then closing all the open spaces by which

models, for which it is so well calculated, and publications in Canada has wonderfully in air has found an entrance.
... . - ..
The Commissioner creased since the passage of the act, now
that he will go ahead with the north wing and could then determine which of the models could about three years since, and, as a consequence,
The average duration of life in France is

r oom, 260 feet long, and 62 feet 6 inches wide ;

was probably designed.

build it with a portico, never minding the ex

be treated as useless, and which placed on ex

pense j

that he will henceforth and for ever

hibition, and thus would be brought to light a

the people are beginning to make rapid strides

in knowledge and enterprise.
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36 1-2 years, in England it is 38 years ; this is

It may be well the highest of any country in Europe.

�lneritan.

� titntifit
A New and Improved System of Numeration
and Measurement.

page 1M.)

(Concluded from

After having contrived a system of numera 

ting which would be, certainly, without defect,

let us fix upon a system of weighing and

measuring which will dispense with all useless

irregularities, one which will be applicable to

all materials, and meet all requirements, both
ordinary and

scientific.

Philosophers

have

been much puzzled to fix a etandard of weight
and measure, and no natural stllJldard is at

present made use of; none has been found suf
ficiently perfect.

& c . , vary too much.

Barleycorns, feet, grains,

very good standard

But there is in nature a

easily employed.

and

both weights

for

measures, a standard always

at hand and

Such a standard is a drop

of water-of distilled water-or rather a cer

tain number of drops dripped from a small 
mouthed phial.

Upon this base we can form

a table of liquid measures applicable to all
liquid materials.

Thus (10 stands for 8) :

10 milistiles (from the

Latin stilla, a drop)

1 centistile.

10 stiles

1 dekstile.

10 dekstiles

1 stile-the unit.

"

10 hekstiles

1 hekstile,

(one

spwn full.)

"
"

10 kils

tea-

1 kilistile, or kil.

The above table is rather for minute meas
For ordinary requirements a deci

mal division seems to be too large.

Prote is a

Greek word signifying first, and would denote

the most common liquid measurement, about
For ordinary use

we could form a table of larger measurements,
thus :

(4 is half a double number here)

2 moits

make
"
4 protes

4 tessers

These make up the sum total of measure 

ments, except that of time, and, upon examina

tion will be found suited to all requirements.
In the

1 teaser.
1 urn (3 1 - 5 pints.)
2-5 gallons.)

UNIVERSAL WEIGHTS .

10 centines

make
"

1 decine.

of a drop.)

1 0 decades

1 decade.

"

1 hectade.

10 hectades "

1 kiliade,

ounces.)

If) kiliades "

1 litre, or weight,
(full 12 ounces.)

1 000 litres make

1 quarter.

"

4 quarters

(1 1-2

1 pas, (about 2;000
pounds.)

These tables are all framed upon the hy

pothesis that 8 and 9 are abolished, and 64
written 100, and 5 1 2 written 1 ,000.

Dry measure might be the same as liquid

measure.

There does not seem to be any rea

son for a special table.

We have now given

the measures for all solids and liquids, there

remains then only to give them length and
superficies.

We can apply even here the base

of one drop of water, but indirectly.

liquid measure is already framed upon it.

The

We

will take one prote of water in a cubic measure,

an'd the quarter of one side will be the unit of

measurement.

7-8 of one inch.

This will be about 83-100 or
In hydrostatic measurements

it will be very convenient to have the relation

between long measure and

solid or

measure precise and well-known.

liquid

10 milimiters (milets)
4 palms

10 palms or

10 meters

(7 inches.)

1 rule, (28 inches.)

2 rulQII

1 meter, (5 feet.)
1 chain,
feet.)

(nearly 40

1 cast, (106 yards.)

100 chains

1000 meters

1 kilometer or kile,
(half a mile.)

By this table mechanics, surveyors, and en

gineers would make use of the same measure

ments-measurements

than our present ones.

100

1 00

square units make

palms

"

meters "

guns will throw a ball nearly a foot in diame ter.

Their range is said to be five miles.

: void,'

means

that the earth was

the days of the month, as few · commence on

the same week-day, and some have 30 days

only 28, except

and some 3 1 , and February

leap-year intrude an extra day to still further
confuse matters.

There exists a widely-recog

nized authority for forming the week of

-let us keep it so.

7 days

The year consists of 365

days (written, new style, 555 days) and a frac

We could form 13 months of 28 days

tion.

, ing all the corresponding days of all months
fall on the same day of the week.

Leap year

decade, adding

rendered

All ' empty and desolate, and only afterwards W38

the batteries are in barbette ,' that is , there is ' the world rendered fit to become the residence
i
but one tier of guns, and they are uncovered- , of man."
The I

walls of the northern and western batteries are

Dr. Ayres is a

The last-named battery commands the ' distinguished naturalist, and the lecture room

city, and in the possession of an enemy might

be used with terrible effect.
a

This is the theory first clearly taught by Dr.

I Chalmers, but is now rej ected by Hugh Miller

bomb-proof,

It is guarded by

case-mated

battery-a very

strong stone building, with walls and roof of
solid masonry, many feet in thickness.

This

battery will have four very large guns looking
down along and raking the harbette battery.

Before the latter could be used by an enemy,

the former would have to he taken.

There is

already erected on the island a light-house, in

which a Fresnel light was placed on the 1st of
June, 1854.

The light is 160 feet above the

ocean level, and may be seen at a distance of

seventeen miles.

was crowded to hear his lecture.
.. . - ..

Recent For8l.gn Invention ••

HARRIS'S

PATENT

STEAM

PUBIFIER.-The

principle and operation of these steam purifiers

consists in arresting a considerable amount of

water and mud, usually proceeding with the
steam from boilers, and particularly when driv

en hard, forming deposits which are detrimen

tal to the effective working of steam engines,

by causing a large and unnecessary amount of
friction, as is well known to engineers.

Now,

by pr6ol"entil!lg this useless and destructive fric

tion in the cylinders of engines, less steam

TUNNEL BORER-The Chrrmicle gives the fol 

would be required for accomplishing any giv

and as Christmas day is

built in San Francisco for boring tunnels, and

fuel would be consumed, less burning of boil

present beginning of the year, it would be fit 

" Wilson's Stone Cutting Machine," which has

another day at the end of the year.

An equi

nox or a solstice would be a proper time to

lowing description of a machine now being

en amount of engine work ; and, of course, less

very near a solstice, and also very near the from the description we perceive that it is

ers, and less wear and tear of apparatus gener

ting for a Christian people to usher in the new

tallow will be much more effective in abating

year on that day.

It would be well, too, to

make a new division of the day, making 64
seconds (pulsations) to the minute,

64 minutes

to the hour, and 16 hours to the day.
table would then be :
(64)

(16)
(13)

1

100 seconds make
100 minutes

"

20 hours

1

15 months

Ihinute, (1 1 - 4

minutes long.)
hour,

(1

1-2

hours long.)

"

1 day.

"

1 month.

"

7 days

4 weeks

The

1 week.

"

be more distinguishahle.
consist of

16 minutes

Gordon

II; Steen

ave at their foundry the

model of a late invention for boring tunnels.

The quarters would
The dial of

ally.

When purified steam is used, 1

lb.

of

friction than 10 Ibs . where water and mud are

driven over with the steam, for the elements of

mud, particularly should there be much alumi

No description would convey a clear idea of na or magnesia in it, will form a sort of soap,
ore mulsion, with the tallow, thereby causing

the machine, but we may say that the cutting
is done by round plates of steel, about eleven
inches wide by an inch in thickness, with a

sharp edge.

There are four of these plate!

which revolve upon a center, and are carried

round and round in the tllnnel, touching the
The machine has been

tried in the hardest New

(a decade) and be divis

ible by divisible numbers in series.

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN :

rock at a low angle.

year.

1

been illustrated on pages 105 and 106, Vol. 7,

England granite.

it to be readily washed away at the tempera

ture of steam engines, when in proper work.

- [London Mining Journal.

A NEW WATER

MOTOR-G. A. Hubbart,

Esq., of Brynkir, England, has recently ob

tained a patent for the following method of

applying the power of water.

It is described

power will be

as follows by the patentee :-" By the discharge

At present the purpose is not to sell the ma

less chain of buckets greater power will be

An engine

of sixteen-horse

needed to bore a five and a half feet tunnel.
chines, but to form a company for boring tun

nels, and bore them at a certain price per foot.
AND

GEOLOGY

SCRIPTUREs .-Dr.

W.

O.

of an overshot stream of water into the end

maintained than if the water were caused to
act upon an ordinary hucket water wheel, and
this power I propose to employ in order to ro

a clock would consist of 2 decades ; no return

Ayres recently delivered a lecture o n the above

tate a bucket wheel, and by that means lift the

and P. M.

Christian Association, in which he gave the

less chain

would be a moce convenient number, but this

Chronicle) of the first chapter of Genesis :

motion ever invented.

without returning.

mean that the earth was only six thousand

wheel that pumps back all the water, so that

beyond a doubt that the world had existed for

amount of work.

mg to 1 o'clock, and no more confusing A. M.

It is not meant that clocks and

watches should have

16

figures, perhaps 8

would not prevent us counting to 16 hours

The Romans, until lately,

counted to 24 0' clock, yet had only 6 figures

on their clocks.

T his

made no confusion,

every one learning to read the .figure 1 for 7, 13,
or 19, as these hours arrived.

It would, pro

bably be better to have only 8 figures-a de

cade-as a mere glance at a watch would be
less mistakable.

It is hard to refrain from

subj ect before the San Francisco Young Men's
following

interpretation, (as reported by the

" The Bible had been formerly interpreted to

years old, but the science of geology proved
many millions

of years.

This fact was proved

by the structure of the rocks, to be found be 

neath the surface of the soil.

To account for

the apparent discrepancy between the Bible

and geology in regard to the age of the world,

water that has been discharged by the end

of buckets."

[This water motor is equal to any perpetual
The water is first ap

plied to a series of buckets

which

rotate a

the same quantity of water can do an infinite
Good for the year 1855.

NEW STOVE-E . Myers and J. W. Potter, of

Rotherham, England, have obtained a patent
for a stove which has two chambers, a com

bustion chamber, which may be heated by gas
or other means, and a heat chamber, which is

further developments of this system as so many

it has been advocated that where Genesis said

placed immediately above it.

it is to be hoped that these will suggest· them

was in six periods, each of which might have

downwards, by means of which a portion of

much

This theory has long been received as the cor

advantages from it crowd upon the mind ; but
At a first glance

been thousands or even millions of years long.

which seems discouraging, but a

rect one, but the lecturer was satisfied that it

selves to all thinking minds.
that now

changed,

the earth was created ill six days, the meaning

exists would

have

to be

Within the lat

ter is fitted a conical reflector, having its apex
the heat from the chamber below will be thrown
down on to the floor.
NEW

USE OF SPENT TAN BARK-Thomas

further glance will show the change would

was incorrect.

Horton, of Birmingham, England, has obtained

leSl!.

organic beings were created upon earth, the

structive distillation in a retort, from which

consist chiefly in destroying much that is use

The new illatter to learn would be little,

and that little simple.

J. M. WILLCOX.

Pennsylvania, 1855.

ability, and are well printed on good paper ;

they always contain much that is new to us on
the eastern part of our oontinent.

The follow

ing articles are abbreviated and collated from

our exchanges-more especially from the San

Francisco Chraniclt.
FORTIFICATIONS

ON

ALCATRAZ,

OR

BIRD

It is 140 feet high,

one-quarter of a mile long, and 525 feet wide.

a patent for submitting spent tan bark to de

vegetable kingdom being called into life first , he obtains pyroligneous
acid as one of the vol
Now geology atile products, and charcoal
.as the remainder
showed plainly that a portion of the animal in the retort.

and then the animal kingdom.

kingdom, residing in the water, had been cre ated long before the vegetable, and these ani-

mals were numerous beyond conception and

INDIA RUBBER PROPELLERs-John Trotman,

of London, has obtained a patent for making
s crew or submerged propellers of gutta percha,

singular in species, there being many tribes of or vul canised india rubber !
lizards and kindred animals which grew to be
Our P atent Office generally refuses to grant
one hundred and fifty feet long. After these patents for the application of a well
known
animals had been destroyed, as their remains

the first

substance or substances to a new purpose, but
it is very different with the English Patent Of

the tkeory that the

ces to new purposes, to produce useful results .

' In the beginning God created the heavens and

more liberality were exhibited with regard to

still existing in the rocks

testify ;

traces of vegetable life appear in the coal.
These facts

ISLAND-This island lies about a mile out in the
harbor of San Francisco.

" Genesis speaks of only three days wherein

contradict

fice.

The application of well-known subs tan

word day, as used in regard to the periods of is a patent in principle, and hat been sustained
creation, means a long series of years. The at law aga�n and again. It would materially
true interpretation of the phrase in Genesis, redound to the credit of our Patent Office if

much more convenient It is a natural guard-house for the harbor, and the earth," was that millions of years ago God
this class of inventors.

SQUARl!I OR SUPERFICIAL DASUBB.

"

T�e
The largest-sized ' phrase that ' the earth was without torm and

of brick ; that of the southern battery is of , and other eminent geologists.

Our California exchanges are neither few in

1 palm,

There will be a few 128-pound- ' recorded in the first chapter of Genesis.

ers and some 42-pounders.

1fuat, know the day of the month at any time .

1 unit, (about 7-8 of number nor mediocre in taste and intellectual
an inch.)
power. They are generally edited with great

10 nnits

contain, in all, 43 guns, most of which will be ' dom, as they now exist, within the six days as

68-pounders.

At present it is some labor to keep the run of stone.

CaUfomla.-Her Work. and Ways.

LONG MEASURE.

off all animal life, and then created light and

the planets, and the animal and vegetable king

the carriages being protected by walls.

knowing tbe day of the week, we could, from

divide the day more perceptibly-they would

1 stil, (the weight

"

10 stile

a

In the

The hours thus being longer would seem to

1 centine.

"

10 de cines

need

There are to be three batteries on the northern,

western, and southern sides of the isl1wd, to

first place, it would be a great convenience, if,

4 urns (1000 protes,) make 1 cask, (about 6

10 millines

we

measurements of time

thorough change and simplification.

(64)

1 prote.

"

(about 1

1 - 5 acres.)

commence the year ;

1 Prote, (equal to four

an ordinary tumbler full.

1 area,

would occur twice. in every

fifths of a pint.)

urements.

4 horts make

be brought in at the end of the year, thus mak-

1 decistile, or destile.

make

1 hortus, o r hort,

(about 1-0 of an acre.)

each-4 weeks-leaving only one extra day to

10 centistiles

10 des tiles

1 0 square chains make

"

(about

1 square palm.

1

"

meter.

1 " chain,
1,600 square feet.)

is occupied by the U

S. Government for that

purpose, for it has high steep sides, accessible

only in a few places.

The work of fortificatlon was commenced in

March,

created the world, and formed the ancient ani-

mals.

The second verse of Genesis says, ' And

the earth W38 without fOnn and void .'

This,

says Dr. Ayres, meaus that the Almighty, after

.. . _ • ..

Draining ef a Sea.

The Chairman of the Commission on the

Draining of the Haarlem Sea in Holland h38

1854 ; the amount of $466,000 was ap having allowed the earth to exist for many published a final report on this work, which is
Congress for the purpose.- ages with its fishy inhabitants, suddenly killed to be finished this year.

propriated by
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.

R . S. H., of Ohio-Chloroform dissolves gutta percha.

If you take a solution of it, and filter it beneath a bell

C. S. Smith, of Portsmouth, Ohio-wishes to procure a

machine for punching the eyes of axes.
C. A. C . , of Mass . • writes us :-" Will you please to in

glass to prevent e vaporation. the solution will pass

form me if superfluous hair can be permanently removed

colorless.

of removing it."

through the filtering medium perfectly clear. and almost

Then evaporate the chloroform, and you will

obtain white gutta percha.

c an be rendered . . hard '!"

You also wish to know how it
Why it is a hard substance

when kept below a temperature of 60 degs.

It can be

made as hard as wood. however, by kneading it with

chalk and ground SUlphate of magnesja, then heating it up

to 212 degs.

L. S. U., of Tenn .-We think that the black paper u,e d

by manifold letter writers would answer your purpose in

imparting a black impression ofthe stamp to white paper.
You will find it in almost every stationary store.

Paste

on your stamps with a solution of gum arabic instead of
You can carry it about in a small vial .
J. E . , of Md.-Ground limestone is not equal to quick
lime for agricultural purpose s , be cause the latter has al�

wafers.

kaline properties.

Any device which has been in public

use, with the consent of the hventor, more than two years
prior to the time of making application for a patent. is an

abandonment ofthe invention, in the eye of the law. as we
understand it. There is no patent, to our knowledge, on
he spring blade of the common apple parin t.cmachine.

In the descriptions of knitting machines given in our re

ports of the late Fair of the American Institute, you will
obtain all the information we can give you in answer to

by being pulled out with tweezers.

O r the best method

If our correspondent is careful to pun the hairs out by

the roots, the cure will probably b e permanent.

commend him to try the operation.

'Ve re

If not succe ssful he

might find the use of sand paper a better method.

The

rubbing should be continued long enough to remove not

only the hair. but the skin through which it grows.

G . R. P . • of Phila.-At present we are not acquainted

with a solution that will give the metal you mention a red
appearance.

A . T . , of Montreal,-We do not intend to destroy the

Benzole apparatus to which you refer.

A . B . • of N. Y.-Your marble sawing machine

does

not embrace anything new or patentable. and unless you

wish to get into a sea of troublesome litigation. you had
better back out of the scrape.

There is no chance what

ever for you to obtain a patent unless you can ante-date a
great number of applications already pending in the Office.

�.

S .• of 111.-'Ve have received your lette r, and will

wait till you come to the city to have your explanations
respecting the valve motion.

H. B . • of Ind.-We could not tell you the amount of

wind pressure on a body moving with one-third less the

velocity of the wind. unless we knew what the velocity

your particular inquiry.

or the pressure of the wind was ;

sketch of your alleged impro v e ments in water wheels.

ignorance exists respecting tha velocity and friction of air

G . H . S., of N . H.-We have carefully examined the

and we are of the opinion that the peculiar manner of

whether d.ri ven by a

fan. or merely by the motion of the atmosphere.
passing through long tubes.

Muc,h

A series of experilnents by

constructing the floats possesses novelty s ufficient to war

some spirited person would be a great boon to science .

o f experience i n water wheels, and have never before

ing in fuel by heating the air before it enters the furnace

have some doubt, but this point can only be determined

ly through the chimney and then un.d er the ash pit : but

rant an application for a patent : we have had a good de a l

J. M . H . o f Ill.-You will no doubt experience a sav

seen the same contrivance ; as to its practic ability, we

ofyour boiler . u!<ing for this purpose a pipe running part

by test.

the plan is not patentable, it has been used before.

employment of a separate engine and boiler to drive a

You ought to use a damper in' the flue at the chimney

L. H., of Pa.-There is nothing patentable in the mere

blower. and nothing new in the application of a blower
to a coal-burning locomotive. Your only chance for a
patent is on some new arrangement of the boiler or en
gine, or some new features in their details.

A tell

inch pipe should give you sufficient air for combustion.
throat, and if you have not a fire-bridge under the boile r
erect one as soon as possibl�.

A M . • of N. J._"re are unable to inform you what

horse power uses octagonal or hexagonal rollers.

"re

T. D . H . • of Ohio-We ho.ve carefully examined the

have never noticed the shape of the rollers employed on

we fail to discover in it novelty sufficient to justify an ap
plication for letters patent : we have had sketches of

Money r eceived atthe S C;;;TIJ'IC AMERICAN Office on

sketch of your alleged improvement in rotary pumps, and

such powers.

account of Patent Office business for the week ending

5, 1555 ,-

pumps of this character before, and therefore we do not
think you stand any chance to procure a patent on yours.

Saturday, Jan.

you.

$30 ; M. & W . . ofN. J., $30 . J . P . S . , of Vt., $50 ; H. &

We have not a number of the paper referred to, to Bend

E . G . • of N. Y._You had better not send in the petition

against the r e - e xtension of the Woodworth Patent until
Congress is organized. Get all the names you can to the
pet,tion, before that time.

'Ve hope all who fe el interest

e d in opposing this monopoly will act earnestly and vi
g )rously in resisting it. and there will not be much fear of
the result. The remonstrance in our office is rapidly fill
ing up with good names.

R . S . • of Mass.-"\Ve cannot teU you how to render glue

80ft without water. or other substan c e . that would not

render it liable to shrink after it becomes dry.
S. R. W., of Ill.-We think your alleged improvement
in windmills contain.� the subject matter of a patent, but
you must bear in mind that a great deal has b'e e n done to
improve the windmill, hence the chances are less encour

E . A., of Conn.. S25 ; S . & H . , of N. J . , $250 ; J. B . E .•

of N. Y .. $12 ; H. N. D e G .• ofN. Y.. $30 ; W, H. C . , of 0 . ,
M. K . . of Mass . ,

not sufficiently familiar with medical science to enable
uS' to decide, but it would do no good to present an exparte
statement of its value while the application is pending.

If the case should be rejected, the testimony of medical
men would be valuable to you. providing the Office should

take the ground that the invention is pernicious, which it

ought not to do.

G. R . • of Mass.-Adjustable vise jaws have been made

and patented, capable of grasping substances of unequal
thickness : w e do not know what your plan is. for doing
this. but it may be different from all others.
E. M., of Ct.-Swedish iran, undoubtedly, yields the

best quality of steel. much superior to English iron, and
we believe the best specimens of English cutlery are
ml.de from it.

.. Publicity's H ideas are very good : we now make place

in this column for all the wants that come to us, which we
are not able to answer readily.

P. I., of Pa.-Crosby has succe eded in getting the pat

ent on his mill for re-sawing boards extended from seven

years from last November.

You cannot, therefore. use it

without liability to him.

E. G . , of N. Y . -We are very much pleased with your

good opinion of our articles upon the art of dyeing. They
were

written by one of the editors of this journal from

practical experience .

N . O . J . • of N . Y.-We d o not think a patent conld b e

se cured for merely casting projections t o t h e outside of
stove plate"

for increasing

the radiating surface : it

does not possess novelty ofa patentable charac-,ter.

G . A. B., of Min.-Your inquiries about brick making

are nat sufficiently specific to enable us to understand pre
cisely what you want.

J. L . B.. of Ohio-We do not think

cured on the washing fluid.

a

patent can be se

In order to obtain a patent

on a composition of matter. one of the ingredients mmt be

new for the purpose. or if all are known. then they must

be combined so as to produce a new result. which d08j not
appear in this instance to be the c ase.

J . T. P • • of Me .-'fhe radiator referred to in your letter

was for a while in use in our office. and it operated toler

ably well : the water was carried off through a pipe at

the bottom of the radiator : we abandoned it for the reason
that we could not get sufficient heat from it to warm our
offices.

We do not know whether the inventor is engaged

in making them now or not.

W. P. T., of N. Y.-A modern work upon millwrighting

cannot be produced j such a work is no doubt ne eded.

but no ona seems willing to incur the risk of its publica
tion.

A. G.

1\ ..of Ill.-We are

not acquainted with any work

that embraces matter upon monumental designs.
think there is no luch work.

We

G . B . A., of La.-The article on wire fencing has en

tirely passed from our minds, and we are therefore not
able to point it out to you .

Examine your tiles of the pa

p e r carefully and you will find it.

W. W. H., of Va .-A patent could not be obtained for

drawing W.iter from great depths in the ocean. to obtain a
denser brine fqr making salt.

W . B. K., of Mass .. $30 ; H. & C .. of

I I.. o f N . Y. . $30 ; G . W . B .. of N. Y .. $2.5.

Specifications and drawings belonging to parties with

the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent
O ffi c e during the week ending Saturday, Jan. 5 :M. M .. of L a . ;

E. W . , of N . C . ; R . L . & A . • ofN. Y. ;

S . & C., of Wi,. ; G. W. B . • of N. Y. ; A. P . C .. of N . Y. ;
E. A . • of Conn. ; L. & W . • of O. j H. 0 ' 0 . , of Texas ; H.
C. S .. of N. Y.

�
�,.
•
-------.
.. �

aging.

L. D. S . • of Mass.-The theory of your invention, as
stated in your letter, may b e perfectly correct : we are

$55 ;

0 . . $400 ; E . W., ofN. C .• $25 ; J . S . T . . of Conn . . $30 ; A .
P . C . o f N . Y . , $25 ; A . N . T .. o f Pa. . $35 ; W . & B . . o f
Me., $10 ; R . K .. o f Mas s . , $100 ; D . H . T . , o f Mass .. $30 ;
J. II. B .. of N . J . . $108 ; L. & W .. of 0 . • $16 ; U. & H., 0
N. Y., $30 ; J. R., of Pa., $30 ; H O · C . of Texas. $2.5 ; W .

--

----

Im)Jortant Itenls.

GOING R A P I D Ly_The back numbers of the present vol

ume are fast being exhausted, and those who desire the

numbers of Vol. 11 complete, must not wait much longer

before remitting their subscriptions, else they will be
disappointed.

M O D E Ls-We shall esteem it a great favor jf inventor

will always attach their names to such models as they

send us.

It will save us much trouble, and prevent the

liability of their being mislaid.

Subscribers or exchanges who are entitled. to the paper

and fail to receive it regularJy are desired to inform us

that any omission may b e corrected.

Missing numbers

are furnished gratuitously where the fault rest.':! with the
publishers.

PA'rENT C L AIMf3-Persons desiring the claim of any in
vention which has been patented within fourteen years
can obtain a copy by addressing a letter to this office

stating the name of the patentee, and enclosing $1 as
fees for copying.

�..-.�..�.-------

------

Literary Notices.

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE-1.'he D e c e mber number of
this prin c e of European monthlies, completes the forty
first volume. and is as fresh, vigorous. aud racy. a!'l in its
youngest years. True. S cott Hogg, Maginn, and Wilson.
Its famous contributors, are no more, but it still employs
the finest intellects of Clreat Britain. as contributors ;
.. Zaidde." is completed in this number ; its author is be
lieved to be Bulwe r . Now is the proper time to subscribe
for this magazine. Leonard S c ott & C u .• No. M Gold st.,
this city, are the publishers.

AMERICAN .JOURNAL O J' E D U C ATION AND C O LLEGE
REVIEW-This is a new magazine, published by N . A.
Calkins, 348 Broadway, this city, and is e dite.:i by Absa
lom .i:'eters, D. D . . and H . Barnard, L . L . D . 1'he number
for this month-the se cond issue-contains a fine steel
plate engraviag of the late Han. Abbott Lawrence. Some
of the articles contained in it display uncommon ability.
especially the one on the . . Democratic Tendencies of
S cience." by Prof. Olmstead. 'l' his magazine will HO
doubt be well sustained by the Profes."mrs in colleges,
teachen in schools. and by students in general.
THE KNIC K E R B O C K E R .-Old . . Knick " is unusually
rich this month. T h e first article is on " Pleasant Memo
ries of the Old World." by James W. Wall. and describes
very minutely old " Holyrood Palace." and the terribl..,
scenes transacted there during the reign of the bea utiful
Queen Mary. '1'he other articles and poetry (nineteen in
number) are capital. This magazine has an originality
about it peculiar to itself' ; it possesses more literary indi
viduality than any of our magazines. especially the edie
l
anywhere.
h e
� :
��a
-;
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.
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Terms of Adl'ertising.

4 lines. for e a c h insertion,
S

$2

15

$4

12

$1

$3

..

..

Adyertisements excee ding 16 lines c annot be admitted,
neither can engravings be inserted in the advertising col�
umns at any price,

[[T All advertisements must be paid for before insert

ing.

IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS.
il E UNDlcR!,;IGNEn

having

had T E N

years

T practical experience in soliciting" PATENTS in this
and foreign countries. beg to give notice that they con

tinue to offer their services to all who may desire to se
cure Patents at home or abroad.
Over three lhonsand Letters Patent have been issued.
whose papers were prep'ared at this Office. and on an
average /lfieen. or one-tlllrd of all the Patents issued each
week. are on c ases which are prepared at our Agency.
An able ('orps 00 Bngineers. �� xaminers. Draughtsmen.
and Specification writers are in constant employment.
which renders u s able to prepare applications on the
sh ortest notice. while the experience of a long practice,
and facilities which few others possess. we are able to
give the most correct counsels to inventors in regard to
the patentability of inventions placed before WI for ex
amination.
Private consultations respecting the patentability of in
ventions are held fre e o f charg-e, with inventors, at our
office. from 9 A.. M . • until 4 P. M . Parties re'iiding at a
distan('e are informed that it is generally unneces�ary for
them to incur the expense of attending in person. as all
the st�ps ne cessary to secure a paten t (' an be arranged by
letter. A rough ske tch and description of the improve
ment !oihould be first forwarded. which we will examine
and give an opinion as to patentability. without charge.
Mode Is and fe es can be sent with safety trom any part of
the country by express . In this respect New Y ork is
more acc essible than any other city i n our c ountry.
Circular� of information will be sent free of postage to
any one wishing to learn the preliminary steps towards
makilJ� an application.
In addition to the advantages which the long experience
and great suc cess of our firm in obtaining patents present
to inventor". they are informe d that all inventions pat
ente d through our establisluuent, are noticed. at the prop
er time. in the S C IE N T I F I C A.ME R I C AN . This paper is
re ad by not J e ss than 100,000 pe rsons every week, and en
jovs a v e r y wide �pread and sub .;tantial influence.
lIost of the patents obtained by Ame ricans in fhreign
countries are secure d throug'h us ; while it is well known
that a very large proportion of an the patents applied for
in the U . S .• go through our agency.
MUNN & C O .
A merie-an and ]foreig-n P atent Attornies, 129 Fulton
street. New York ; 32 f4� ssex S trand. London ; 29 Boule
vard S t . Martin. Paris ; No, 3 Rue The re.� ienne, Brussels .
ACIlDlERY FOR

OTICE

TO

PLOW

MANUFACTURERS.
.• has invented a ma
plows. By addressing
th.e patente e , a cut and directions for making and using
Will be forwarded ; also the term of three months will be
granted to test its utility an d advantages. Cost for erE'ct
ing the machine will not exceed $15.
12 8t:
J O SHUA GIBB S , of Canton. 0
N
c hine £Or Grinding and Polishing

n

... SA VF:R-Save 75 per cent of your oil by using
D e vlan. Wood. & Hancock's Patent Oil S a v e r . F o r
particulars a n d right to u s e in machine shops. factories
& c . . and on railroads. apply to S. C. HILL S , 12 Platt st.:
New York.
12 1 D

O

AIUS CELEBRATRD PORTABLP.

!';'rEAM

F
s
a
V
Smut M:�hi� e��� a! � d�l;l!t �ifii���: ��J 1f��f:;:

Saw Gummers. Ratchet Drills. & t': . Orders for' light 'and
heavy forging and castings executed with dispatch.
L O GAN & LIDGERWOOD,
13 ly*
9 Goid ,t., N. Y .

MPOR'I'ANT rVV";NTION- Patented August 14th ,

1855 . . . Garratt's Metal " for Journal Boxes of all kinds.
I
It is anti-friction. absorbs the oil. not liablle to break, it

can be made ch eaper than either brass or Babbitt metal.
and after many long and severe tests, h as been found to
surpass all other metals ever used for the purpose, For
the purchase of either State, county", or shop rights under
this patent, apply to J O S . GARRATT. Senr., Madison.
Indiana.
13 3m""

l /ii;;! � � 6

-WOODWORTII'� PATE�T
� U 'J. • Plan' ing. Tonguing and Grooving
Machines ._rllhe subscriber is constantly manufacturing.
and has now for sale the best assortment ofthesQ unrivalled
machines to be found in the United States. Prices from
T
g
c
i
v
,
S O N . Pianing Mills, Aibany, N . Y .
14 3m"

r;��!1f��k �� ;ii��rh:�� P :����l ��i� .Jo�� Gi��
6O;l. n. B <\RNETT, Malleabie and Gray Iron Work,
�. Hamilton. co:tner McWhorter street, Newark. N
J.

Orders promptly attended to.

9 10*

REAST WATElt WHRF:LS-For saie. three
Wrought iron Under-shot Water Wheels.-one 14
fe e t diameter and 3 fe et wide ; the other two about 12 fee t
diam�ter and 2 1-2 fe et wide . Either c a n be made into
bre ast or over-shot wheels at little expense. Terms mod
erate . Appiy to K WHITN E Y , New Haven, Ct. 15 5

B

J'&llr Aelll:\IST.S' TOOLS . - M e riden Machine C o
l . have on hand at their New York Office. 15 G old
1'
street, . a great variety of Machinists' r110nl�, l l a n d and
Power' Punching Presses. Porcing Pumps,Machine Helt
ing, & c . • all of the best quality. F a c tory "\\r est Me riden.
Conn.
17 13"

P. N. FITZGERALD, Counsellor at Law
• late Principal l�xaminer in the U . S. Patent Of
fi ce-has remove d from Washington. D . C. to the city of
New Y ork. 271 11roadway. (corner of C h aml- e rs ::; t . ) As
here tofore . his practice is confined to Patent C ases. which
he will prosecute or defend, as counsel. before the Su 
preme and Circuit Courts ufthe United S tatel!, also before
the Pate n t Office, or the Judges having jurisdiction ofappeals therefrom.
lltf

W

llfA R I 'IG FLOUR R .>\ R 

r els-A m a n a n d hoy. with this marhine. w i n do th e
M
work of ten hands. More information c an b e obtained

by letter address e d to A. X., Chatham. C anoga, N. Y .
18 2*

-�---.-----.-

I l.4l ! OIL ! O I L !- For railroads. steamers. and for
machinery and burning-Pease 's Improve d Machine
ry and Burning Oil will save fifty per cent .• and will not
gum. 'l' his oil possesses qualities vitally essential for lubri
cating and burning, and found in no other oil. It is of
fe red to the public upon the most reliable, thorough. and
practical test. Our most skillful engineerl"' and machinists
pronounce it superior and cheaper than any other. and
the only oiJ that is in all cases reliah]e and will not gum.
'1'l1e S c ientifi c A merican, after severa] tests. pronounced
it .. superior to any other they have ever used for ma chin
ery: ' For sale only by the inventor and manufacturer.
1". s. p g A S E . 61 Main st . • Buffalo. N . Y.
N . B.-Reliable orders filled for any part of" the United
States and �J urop e .
4tf

O

l"a.TE\V IXVE:\;TIONS \V ANTEll-The Slll;scriber
1,. wishes to :purchase one or morc new iuyentions in
t h e homekee'Pm� nr <;tatiow·ry line . Address. with full
particula.rs, WILI... IAM B U RNET. Post Office. box 1.,1�:12,
17 3*
N. Y. City.
REMPER'� PNEUMATIC GOVERNOR for
Stationary, Mari n e , or Locomotive Engines.-This
regulator does not allow the engine to change first. and
then correct it. as others also. and will save the cost in fu
el in a fe w mnnth�. Safety Attachment-this h a perfect
safeguard. as it will stop th� engine instantly in case of ac
cident. AdjustabJe Pulleys-will g'uide belts true to any
angl e . Regulating Valves-thh is the best valve in use
for the fiyhall governor. Ri�hts for sal e . Addr('�s J O li N
'l'REMPER No. 1 South S ixth street. Philadelphia.
13 6"

T

� I'!:.
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(jEI\TS A-YRAR-Or 15 month, for $1. THE
N E W YORK WEEKLY S U N i, now sent to
subscribers at the following very low rates. payable in
advance :-One copy, 3 months, 2,1) ct!'.; 6 months. 50 cts.;
1 year. 75 cts. : IG months. $1 ; 3 copies, 1 year. $2 ; 8 cop
ies. $5 ; 13 copies, $8 2.5 copies $IS-with engravings.
'I'h e postage within the State is OIlly 13 cents a year-out
of the State 26 cents a-year. No traveling agents are e m 
ployed. Spe cimen ('.opies s e n t grati<J. A l l letters should
be post paid and directed to
M O S E S S . .BRACH.
4
Sun Office, N. Y .
.

;

OCK 1l8 1 1�I...-Th� American Rock Drill Co. in

. vite attention to their superior machines. adapted for
R
all kinds of rock work in quarries and mines. and espe-

c.ially for arte,dan wells. 'l' ttey are .simple in COll struc
tlOn, powerful an d a c c urate III operatIon. and . c an Le run
by ha.nd: steam. or ho!,se llower. An eng�avl!l� and full
deSCrIptIon aPJl�ared m ,NO. 15 of the S CIentl fi c AmerIc a n . Apply t f r. H . Llt. AVITT. Agent and Treasur�r of
17 3m
the A. R . D . Co.
ECHNICl.L IIICTIONARY-Jn the
English.
.
Ij�rellch, and German Languages ; by Messrs. 'l' O L H A U S E N & GAR D I � S A L , Civil �j ngine e rs .
Ready
l first part.) F r e r' c h , E ng-lish. German. price �1 .31 ; (sece h
e
n
e
)
u
a
�
o t'h
e
�
gi
e�
Artists. Manufacturers. �"'oremen. Artizl.ns. in short. orall
those who. in tSome way or oth er. are concerned in Arts
and Manufacture�. 'I' h e pre.:Sent work is the key through
which the ford�n reader may pem�trate into a language
which he may know but imperfect1 y ; it i� the instanta
neous translator of the corre�pondin� technical term, or
its equivalent. in the three great industrial languages.
For sale at the S C I ENTIFIC AMERICAN Oflioe

T

-�-�--�----
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ilE NE\V Y�RK DAILY SUN-Is forwarde d by
the early malls to country subscribers at $4 per an
num. or $1 per quarter, payable in advan c e . T h e postage
under the present law is as follows : to any post office i n
the S !ate of N e w York, 78 c ents per year, payable quar
terly In advance. Out of N e w � ork State but WIthin
the U n ited States. $l.M per year. parable qu�rterly in advanc e .
� O S �] S S . IHJACH. Publisher,
4
Corner of Fulton and Nassau !its.

T
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MPOR'l'ANT TO RNGlNERRS AND MACHIN

S T S-NOTIC�]-T hose wishing to obtain the genu
I Iarticles
�6t �:! �� j��i� �l f � ? :�:� f��: �l '� ;: �� ine
of Metallic Oil and Grease. should send their

mCULAR SA WS-We respe ctfully call the atten·
tion ofmanufacturers of lumber to the great improve
m�nts recently introduced in the manufacture of our
Circular S aws. J3 eing sale proprietors of Southwell's
patent f�)r grinding-saws, we are enaLled to grind circular
Raws from six inches to ljix te �t with the greatest accuracy
and preci.'\iun. I].' he impossibility of grinding a saw with
out leaving it uneven in thickness has always been ac·
knowledged by practical saw makers. This causes the saw
to expand as soon as it becomes slightly heated in workft
t
h
o
�
n
i
�
l
a
to be free from these defects : they are made perfectly
e \o� e n in thickness. or gradually mcrease in thickness
from the edge to the center, as may be desired. As t h e re
are no thick or thin places. the friction on the surflce of
the saw is uniform, con..;equently it will remain stiff and
I s
l
�t
a
t
li
· be
e
tru e . This is th·� oldest etabJishment now in existence
for the manufacture of circular saws in the U niten States.
having been �tablished in the year 1830. Orders re
ceived at our Warehouse, No. 4.� Congress st . • Boston.
WELCH & GRI F F IT H S .
12 3m"

C

orders d i r e c t to the manufacturer. AUGUSTUS Y O C K 
N �� Y , O ffi c e 67 Exchange Place, New York. No Agents
employed.
1 6m*

ORCROSS ROTARY PI,ANING I\fACHIN",.
'l'h e Supreme Court of the U . S., at the Term ofl853
a.nd 1854. having decided that the patent granted to N ich
olas G. Norcross. of date .Feb. 12, IS50, for a Rotary PIa
ning Mac hine for Planing Boards and Planks IS not an
infringement of the vVoodworth Patent.
s
t
r
e
h
ca
c
e o
� i
203 Broadway. New York .
.
Office for sale of rights at 208 Broadway. New Yol'k
Boston. ?:l State street. and Lowell. Mass,
42 6m*

N
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RAIN MILLS - E D WARD HARRISON, of New
Haven. Conn . • has on hand for sale, and is constantly
manufacturing to order. a great variety of his approved
Flour and Grain Mills, includinq- Bolting Machinery, Ele
vators. complete with Mills ready for u�e . Orders ad
dressed as above to the pa.tentee, who is the exclusive
manufacturer, will be supplied with the latest improve
ments. C ut sent to applications. and all mills warranted
to give satisfaction.
lOtf

�fii ���� � � ji��; )f��� w �;i � ��:� �l ��:\:�� G
!�� h�� ';� l!�b!����:t �i�t�: b� �b1:1� �� �:.

IRCUJ�AR S A W MII�I,S (Wells' Patent) Doubie
and Single, ot various dimensions, adapted to sawing
logs of all sizes to 4 1-2 fe et diameter ; admitted the most
e fficient, durable. and convenient machines in the coun
try for manufacturing lumber. Orders promptly fi !led
and mills forwarded to any part of the United States, war
ranted to give entire satisfaction. Address II. WE L L S &
CO .• Flore n c e . Hampshire C o . , Mass.
10 6eow*

C

O \VI<':;R PLAl\"ERS-Persons wanting Iron Pl aners
of superior wormanship, and that always give satis
faction, are recommended to the New Haven Manufactur
ing Company, New Haven, Conn.
40tf

P

�

NDR EWS & JESUP-Commission Merchants
Cotton and Woolen Machinery, Steam Engines
achinists' Tools. Belting. &c . • Importers and D e alers in
Manufacturers' Articles; No' 67 Pine street, N. Y. 23 Iy

E \.V HAVEN MFG. CO.-Machinist,' Tools, Iron·

Planers. Engine and Hand Lathes, Drills. Bolt C ut
N
ters. Gear Cutters. Chucks, & c . , on hand and finishing.
NGINEERI:VG.-The undersigned is prepared to These 'fools are of superior quality, and are for sale low
���l �'tb� tf H� �i�e:, � £tfiif j!, �
estimates, plans in general or { � ca:� or �rier�v:�lr��:.r;. l � cH� �i�i1:��
E furnish specifications.
in d p s
f:;tS�:fE�
G
v
e
s
I U
i
�
�
40 tf
w fih :n :r�ici� �nT I�dl:: C;:� ' :hi�� ir:�bl���ftr�� ��!:!��� ����: � b�it�:�:3 �arhhie���f� �!i� d�!;i; Coo'- New Haven, Conn.

and well illustrated . A very fine illustrated article on
the pr03'ress of art in our country does credit to its au
thol. 'fhis magazine now sustains a very excellent repu
tation. It is puLlished by J. M. Emerson & V o . • Spruce
st . • this city.

THE MINING MAGAZINE-Edited and published by W.
J. rrenny. 93 Broadway, this �ity. contains a long articl�
on the Iron Manufacture of Great Britain. by Wm. 'l'rut
h
w
k
·
e
c't,
�'h
o d
;
statements of this author have been disputed in E ngland
by Prof: Noad ; Mr. 'I'ruan, however. is acknowledged to
be well acq,uainted practically with manufacturing iron.
This ma.�azllle is devoted to mines, mining. and metallur
gy. geology, and is ably edited. and contains a great
amount of very uselul information upon every subject to
which it is especially devoted.

j: �� :� t��;��\iI!h 'Ji� L : b�� S�� �/¥;

tion, Broker in steam vesse l · , machinery, boilers, & c .
General Agent for Ashcroft's Steam a n d Vacuum Gauges,
Allen & Noyes' Metallic Self-adjusting Conical Packing,
F aber's Water Guage, S e well's Salinometers, Dudgeon's
Hydraulic Lifting Press, Roeblin�'s Patent \Vire Rope for
hoisting and steering purposes. Machinery Oil of the most
approved kind, etc.
CHARLE S W . C OPELAND.
Consulting Engineer, 64 Broadway,
43 eowtf

ARRISON'S GRAIN MII,LS-Late,t Patent.
$1000 reward offered by the patentee for their
A supply constantly on hand. Liberal Commiso
f
f
e
e
�tu
e
o
to S. C. HIL L S . our agent, 12 Piatt .treet. New York.13tf

H

equal.
n

�� � l:!� � M':��i: ;��� ����lf : H:::!�C �ct:,: �;
HE EUROPEAN MINING JOURNAL, R A IL

Gazette. A weekly newspaT wafI and Commercial
ORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.-S. C. HIL L S ,
o
e
a
E"
�
P No. 12 Platt st N. Y.� offers for sale these Engines.
with Boilers, Pumps, Heaters, etc ., all complete. and ��i� �Jfic Wr�g��:�} iJin�� �:a ����y�. �:r: ��� �f�:
.•

very compact, from 2 to 10 horse power, suitable for print
ers, carpenters, farmers. planters. &c. A 2 1 2 horse can
be seen in store. it occupies a space 5 by 3 feet. weighs
1500 Ibs., price $240 , other dze. III proportion.
3 e3w

© 1856 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

-

collated Synopsis, with numerous Illustrations, of all
New Inventions and Improvements in Mechanics and
Civil Engineering. Office 26 Fleet street, London. Price
$6,60 per annum.
36 If
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ring the whole well together as the wax liqui-

sylvania mines, all the workillgs being hod

into these ingredients the remainder of the wa-

-- [Correspondent Pottsville Journal.

fies.

+

Now very gradually, little by little, pour zOIJ!ial, and entered from the sides of the banks .

ter ; then allow the whole to cool, and add the

------�
.
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the cochineal, successfully, in Algeria.

This

insect, originally, belongs to old Mexico, from

which country, it was mst brought to Europe

plain spirits of wine will answer j ust as well
as that which
&c.

MESSII!.

EDITOlts-I mean always to COIl

is called essence of lavender, tinue a subscriber to the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN;

This oper atioll dOlle, the milk has o uly

to be straine d through book muslin to be ready

I am by profession a dyer and scourer, and

have gained IDo-re knowledge

from your j our

nal than all the receipts I ever met with.

It

Its use is to dye a scarlet for use. Yellow soap, and many of the com
mon soaps, although very good for household would confer a favor on me if you would in
form me how the " extraet of indigo ') is made,
persede the old kermes. This insect is a bug cleansing purposes, are far too alkaline for use
also the " salts of till."
M. CASSEL .
-the cactus amphidia. In Mexico and Hon- on " th e hum an face divine ;," hence many
Lamyette, Ind., Jan. 1856.
duras, immense fields of cactus are cultivated. ladies rej ect the use of soap for the face alto
[The indigo is first reduced to an impalpa
Every pound of cochineal is compose d of ge ther on account of its irritating qualities ;
ble powder in a mortar. For each pound of
those
who
do
so
will
be
much
pleased
with
the
about 10,000 insects.
indigo thus ground, six p ounds of highly COD
The cochineal secretes a white cotton-like em ollient properties of the milk of wax.
centrated sulphuric acid, are put into a large
Perfumery.
of
Art
[Piesse's
t
on
it
plan
envelopes
the
it
substance which
stoneware j ar. This is kept in as drv a part
.. - ..
lives on. There is nothing more simple than
by the Spaniards.

color on silk and wool, and it has entirely su-

Excessive Division of Labor In.iuriou•.

the way the harvest is made.

The insects a:re
,
.
•
made to fall mto a basm by means of a dull

as possible, and the indigo is added gradually

Th e Ph'11 a d eI ph'10.

50,000

Great prepara

tions have been made for s:hipping vast quanti

ties of it next season, and it is calculated that

Extract or Indll:�alts of Tin.

scented spirit ; when perfume is not desired,

Cochineal.

The French, it is said, are now cultivating

by the Cleveland Co., and more than

tuns could have been sold.

in three years from the present date, no less
than

200,000 tuns

one season.

will be mined and shipped in

It makes beautifnl iron, of the

best quality.
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A Great Steamship Company.

" The Peninsular and

Oriental Steamship

Company," in England, is the riehest and most

powerful in the world.

A l'epOTt

of th e year

ly meeting of the stockholders, contained in a

recent number of the Loodon Mini'/ltg Jour'lWl,

presents the astonishing fact that the Company
owns

60,551

49
of

tuns of steamships, embracing

vessels, averaging

1237 tuns

each.

Some

these are very large, while others are of small
er dimensions.

Twenty of them are propelled

by the screw, the rest by paddle wheels. These

' t . con- in !mall quantities, and care taken that the
Ledger 0f the 2d
' ms
vessels are running on nine different routes on
•
i t,alns
an art'IeIe on the ab oTe snb'aect, the snb - heat of the solution does not exceed 212 degs
. as many seas, such as the Mediterranean, the
knife, and are then plunged for a few minutes
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Fwh. When

mto a vessel of bOihng water, and are after.
wards placed on a SIeve and exposed to the
sun for a day and a half.

,
The insects are then completely
dried, and
"

look like little wrinkled seeds

of a purplish

gray �olor. It is in thi � state that they become
an artIcle of m erchandIse.
To dye a scarlet on wool, the cochineal

ts

ground fine, and boiled with cream of tartar,

and the chloride of tin in a kettle, for five

cast through ont the worId . Its UlJ
�v
'
t0
]eCt IS,
.
. . .
pomt out th, e InJurIOUS eflie cti upon men and
.
.
no.t"IOns 0f d omg one or two th'mgs m the most
.
•
1 r manner by excesslv0 d'IVlsIOn
"uper'o
"
0 f Iab or
.
and l'ImI'te d exerCIse 0f th ought, and t0 Show

the benefits of a larger area for labor and

thought.

It says :-

" The division of labor, thongh it may bring

to perfection the production of a country up to

a certain point, is most deleterious in its effects
minutes, then the wool is introduced and boiled
upon t he producers. To make pins to the best
for about an hour. That beautiful pigment
advantage, it may answer for a time to divide
.
-carmine-is made of this Mexican bug, boiled
the 0perat'IOn m t0 twenty parts. Tllen each
in a weak solution of alum, then strained
.
man WI'11 on1y have t 0 consume the tIme
. .
.
through a cloth, and the fine preCIpItate drIed
t
�ecessary 0 1ear� h ow t0 �erfiorm th � twenin cakes.
tleth part of makmg one pm, before hIS labor
.. . _ • •
becomes available.

Preparation of Colcothar.

Sulphate of iron is dissolved in boiling wa-

ter and filtered ; concentrated solution of oxalic acid is added as long as a precipitate con-

tinues to

be formed.

When quite cold the li-

quid is filtered through linen, and washed on a
cloth as long as the water shows an acid re-

Let him concentrate the

wh ole of- his attention on the one simple work,

for i nstance, of learning to make pin heads, and
on this ever let his time be consnmed.

It is

astonishing the perfection and rapidity which

he will acquire in performing the operation.

But what is the result upon the man

�

His

When partially dry, it is heated on an powers of mind will dwindle, and his head be
At 392 deg. Fah . come, for all practical purposes, after a num

action.

iron plate OTer a small fire.

tha indigo is all added, the vessel

Chinese sea, between England and Egypt,
position that the heat France and Malta, & c. Its affairs must have
may be kept at 150 degs. Fah., and allowed to been well managed last year, and the C ompa
&tand, stirrillg occasionally, for 48 hours. I t
ny must possess careful and able ollicers, en
is placed in such a

is then technically eallelf chemic ; !tnd its qual gineers, and seamen.

ity determined rudely by painting. a little of it

on a piece of glass.

The color it assumes on

the glass affords evidence to the skillful dyer
of its quality.

Good chelLic exhibits on the

glass a few seconds after it is put on, a rich

purple blue color.

steamers had run

single accident.

Forty-two

of their

miles without a

2,000,000

If any of the Conpany's em

ployees get injured by accident in their service,

they get the same pensioDs as those given by
the government to persons in the Navy.

At

To make the extract of in Southampton there is a large school main

digo now so common, chemic prepared as di

rected is then diluted with hot rain water, and

the whole is put upon a filter of woolen cloth,

by which means the insoluble impurities of the
indigo are separated.

The blue solution which

has passed through the filter is transferred to
a leaden vessel, and evaporated till rednced to

about three gallons for every pint of indigo

used. This is a pure extract of indigOr but that

lained to educate

the children of their em

ployees, and at present there are
receiving instruction in it.

340

children

The yearly divi

dends amounted to ten per cent., last year

being one of great prosperity, owing to tbe
demand for vessels caused
Crimea.

Gentility is

by the war in the

. . - .,

neither in birth, wealth, man

prepared fo-r market has--according to Napier

ner, nor fashion-but in the mind.

pounds of common salt to the pound of indigo,

a mean advantage of another, an adherence to

-the following also added to it, namely : " four

A high

sense of honor, a determination never to take

The sulpho in truth, delicacy, and politeness towards those
dylic acid is thus precipitated, and the whole with whom we have dealings, are its essential
is again thrown upon a similar filter of woolen characteristics.
alld the whole is well stirred.

the decomposition commences ; and on raising ber of generations, no larger than that of one cloth ; the extract remains upon the filter, and

the temperature still higher, red oxyd is formed

in the finest possible state.

colcothar,

This

without any washing, may be employed for polishing plate-glass, lenses, gold and silver, da-

guerreotype plates, concave mirrors fur reflect.

ors.

By using this preparation the polishing

of glasses may
don Artizan.

when sufficiently drained is ready for the mar

" Any person who has been familiar with

which may be advantagl'ous, and a little am

this country must have observed their immense

pound weight of indigo should yield fourteen

ket.

Some makers add a little potash or soda,

the most prosperous farmers or mechanics in monia gives the extract a beautiful bloom.

mental and physical resources, and their su 

pounds of extract."

A

The common " extract

be greatly quickened.- [Lon- periority over the same clalis of persons from of indigo " is unsuited for dyeing dark blue
, the older countries of Europe.

... . ... . ..

Oxyd of 'rin as a Polishing Powder.

M. Vogel prepares a solution of tin by pour

ing six parts of b(}iling distilled-water on one
part of the commercial chloride.

The solu

tion is strained through a cloth into a glass
A concentrated solution of oxalic acid

vessel.

He ceases to be a

of the pins that he makes.

man, and becomes a mere tool.

is added to the liquid while still hot.

and green shades on silk.

Every jobbing dyer

find it to his advantage to mab his own

will

persons who have

use only the best Bengal for this purpose.

tility of resource and invention acquired by
removed

from the older

States is very obvious in many occupations, so

that the Western men have the idea that they

are, as a class, ' Eastern men enlarged.' "
Price

chemic " sulphate of indigo/, and he should
It

sulphuric acid to make good chemic.

blue with a copper tinge.

of Coal in Enl:land.

As regards the prices of coal in England,

The

To

select it, pro

I ceed as follows : break a cake, and examine its

cipitate washed with cold water upon a linen

have not been able to perceive any difference

inner grain ; if it is fine and of a deep blue

The oxalate thus obtained Is dried and

market and those paid in Philadelphia for Le

when rubbed with the finger nail, it is a very

cloth, until the rinsings no longer affect blue

-litmus.

between the rates paid per tun in the London

heated on an iron plate over a small charcoal

high and Schuylkill.

carbonic acid and carbonic oxyd are given off,

the best qualities.

fire.

At a red heat decomposition commences ;

and peroxyd of tin remains in a state of minute

subdivision.

During calcination the matter

should be constantly stirred ; and it increases

very much in bulk.
from

acid.

2

We obtain l Ib of oxyd

of chloride of tin and

1

lb. of oxalic

The oxyd thus prepared is found ad

mirable for polishing optical glasses, metals,
&c., &c.- [lb.
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or

From

16

to

20 shillings,

$4 to $5 per tun is obtained in London for

This is probably less than

house coal is commanding at the present time

in Philadelphia ; but in making a comparison

we must not forget the difference in the nature
of the fuel at the two places.

Barring the

' slack ' with which the Pottsville folks

in

shade, and exhibits a coppery metallic Inster
good sign that it is of a superior quality.

SALTS OF TIN-These as known in the art

of dyeing, are a protochloride of tin.

They

ic (muriatic) acid at a heat of about

degs.

are made by dissolving pure tin in hydrochlor

Fah.

150

The tin is fed into the acid, as is well

known to all dyers, until no more can be dis
solved.

The oolution is now known by the

hard winters persist in encumbering the stoves

name of " muriatic tin spirits."

the Quaker City, the anthracite, which Penn

and crystals formed ; these are the salts of tin.

If placed in

and furnaces of their good easy customers of a warm place the water will be evaporated,

sylvania alone of all the world, furnishes in

They dissolve in a small quantity of water ; if

One of the best cosmetics for the skin is

producing a greater proportion of heat for the

milky, and a white powder separates, which is

all the ingredients being perfectly harmless or

article which smokes and blackens the C ock

solution of salts of tin in water cannot be re

Milk of Wax for the Skin.

milk of wax ; it is simple

any quantities, is d�cidedly more economical, put into a large quantity, the whole becomes

in its composition, same expenditure of fuel, than the bituminous an oxychloride of tin.

non�medical, therefore its daily use will not

produce any future injurious effects .

Take

virgin wax, oil of sweet almonds, spermaceti,

neys so terribly.

In the large towns of the

manufacturing district, Manchester, Sheffield,
Leeds, Blackburn, Bolton, Bradford, Stockport,

and any fine white soap, of each a quarter
of an onnce ; roso water, or of elder flower

to the mines ; coal is certainly very cheap

ender, or of real ea.u de Cologne, three ounces.

of house coals, and from

place them with abOut a wine-glassful of the

the heart of the Pennsylvanin. bituminous field,

water, three quarters of a pint ; essence of lav

Cut up the soap into very small pieces, and

water in a jug ; put the j ug into a saucepan
containing boiling water, at the side

fire , in

of the

&c., which are all situated in close proximity

being no more than from
engine coal.

to

$1 ' 50

tained for any length of time, on account of
the great attraction which this salt has for ox

ygen.

A little hydrochloric acid put into the

water, however, has the effect of greatly re

tarding, and, indeed, of almost wholly prevent

At Pittsburg, which city is in

not the

salts, if they wish to keep " spirits " on

which they can place the utmost dependence.

. - ..

I believe the same species is delivered for
cents per bushel, equivalent to about

It is the best plan

for for j obbing dyers to nse the muriate of tin, and

5
$3'50 per

a few minutes all the soap will dissolve tnn, and this in the face of the fact that there

in the water ; when this is done, put into the
j ug the oil, the spermaceti, and the wax, Btir-

A clear and eomplete

$2 to $2'50 per tun ing their decomposition.

$1 '25

are no shafts whatever with the expensive 1lM

chinery necessary to work them in the Penn-

E L E V E N T H

requires the best of indigo, and strong pure
color of the best quality of indigo is a deep

--�-��-.-----
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When

cold, the clear liquor is decanted, and the pre

In the more

newly settled portions of the country, the fer

Lake Superior IrOll .

Y ast stores of the purest iron ore in the

world are found in the Lake Superior regions.
During the past year

© 1856 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

1400

tuns were shipped
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of .ART. SCIENCE. and MECH.ANICS.-having for it.
object the advancement of the interests of MECHANICS,
MANUFA C T URERS. and INVEN7"ORS. Each num·
ber is illu!Jtrated with from Five to Ten Original E1tg ra .
ving. of new MECHANICAL INVENTIONS; nearly all
of the best inventions which are patented at Walhington
being illustrated in the
The
SCIENTIFIC AMERIC.AN i< the most popular journal
of the kind ever publbhed, and of mOle importance to
the intere,t of MECHANIC S and INVENTORS than
any thing they could possibly obtain ! To Farmers it is
also particularly meful. as it will apprise them of all AU.
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